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Round 1 marks volleyball history

UD hosts
week of
MLK events
ALISE JARMUSZ
Asst. News Editor

Horsman said. “It’s a really fair
and exciting first matchup.”
Host Penn State enjoys the title
of defending NCAA Tournament
Champions, and has posted the
AVCA No. 5 National Ranking for
the bracket. Nittany Lions head
coach Russ Rose has led his team
to five of the last seven tournament championship victories.
The two surviving teams of
round one face off 7:30 p.m. Saturday in University Park, Pennsylvania for round two. The winner advances to the Louisville Regional
Dec. 12-13.
For Dayton, the trip marks the
program’s 10th appearance and
first since 2012, and the fourth for
head coach Tim Horsman overall.
Horsman last took Dayton to the
tournament in 2007, and is 2-4 in
NCAA tournament matches.

From Jan. 15-23, 2015, the University of Dayton will celebrate
and remember the Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr.’s life, dreams and
actions for justice. The Center for
Social Concern and the Office of
Multicultural Affairs has created
a series of events to get the campus involved, according to UD’s
website.
Two of the week’s main events
are the Martin Luther King Jr. Day
March and Rally, and the Martin
Luther King Jr. Community Service Pledge. The march and rally,
which will be held Jan. 21, 2015,
will start at 8:30 a.m. in the Office
of Multicultural Affairs in Gosiger
Hall.
According to the UD website,
participants will make signs together during a provided breakfast before heading to the Third
Street Bridge where they will join
the city of Dayton in a march. The
march will end at the Dayton Convention Center, where students
can participate in the rally, inauguration and city celebration.
Last year an estimated 2,000
people made the march to the
Dayton Convention Center to hear
a call to action from U.S. District
Judge Walter H. Rice, according to
the Dayton Daily News.
Throughout the week, students
can also make the Martin Luther King Jr. Community Service
Pledge to complete at least four
hours of community service during the spring semester.
Martin Luther King Jr. once said,
“Life’s most persistent and urgent
question is: ‘What are you doing for
others?’”

See VOLLEYBALL, pg. 14

See MLK, pg. 4

A 3-1 victory over George Washington in the A-10 championship propelled Dayton back to the NCAA tournament after missing it last season. The Flyers are making their 10th trip to the big dance. Zoey Xia/Staff Photographer
KEITH RAAD
Asst. Sports Editor

They’re back in the national conversation after a one year hiatus.
The University of Dayton Flyers
volleyball team will head to Pennsylvania State University to play
American University in round
one of the NCAA Volleyball Tournament.
“I think it’s a great draw for
us to be considered one of those
middle seeds,” Horsman said. “I
like our chances with American.
I’m sure [AU head coach] Barry
[Goldberg] feels the same way. It’s
a fair draw for both of us with the
second round getting harder for
both of our teams.”
UD plays the Eagles of AU at 5
p.m. Friday with the winner to face
either Penn State or Siena College in the second round. Dayton
has never faced any of the three

schools in program history.
“We have to have the mindset
that we’re good enough to be here
and we just have to show up on
that given day,” Horsman said.
“The only thing for us right now
is Friday night.”
Friday’s match and all NCAA
tour nament matches will be
streamed online for free at NCAA.
com.
Winners of the Patriot League
regular season and tournament,
American University won 26
matches. Goldberg, in his 26th season at the helm, has notched over
620 wins.
“Barry’s been around forever,”
Horsman said of his coaching
counterpart. “They went to the
Sweet Sixteen last year and have
always had some foreign kids that
can really play. They’re a tough
test.”
American is led by senior setter
Monika Smidova, who took home

Patriot League Player of the Year
and Patriot League Setter of the
Year for the second consecutive
season. Smidova’s go-to options
include All-Patriot League First
Team members junior outside hitter Allison Cappellino and senior
middle blocker Kelly McCaddin.
Both stars account for 42 percent
of the team’s total kills during the
season.
During the season, AU faced off
against two of Dayton’s Atlantic
10 Conference opponents, defeating George Mason University 3-0,
but falling to George Washington
University, who the Flyers beat in
the A-10 championship to secure
the NCAA tournament berth, in
five sets at home. However, the Eagles have gone five sets with No. 8
Florida State University , and even
took one set from No. 4 Penn State
earlier in the year.
“They’re a team that can be
beaten, just as we can be beaten,”
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Dayton citizens, UD students discuss water scare
Mary Macrae
Staff Writer

On Monday, Nov. 17, there was
a town hall meeting for water consumers in which the city of Dayton
Water Department informed citizens about the proposed changes to
Dayton’s Source Water Protection
Program (SWPP).
According to SWPP’s official
website, the mission is stated as
“since 1988 our goal for the city of
Dayton is to balance a safe, abundant drinking water supply and
continued economic development.”
This specific program helps
regulate the amount of certain
chemicals in the Source Water
Protection Area, which is the land
that occupies the city’s drinking
water wells, where the water is
pumped out of the buried valley
aquifer. This provides water to approximately 400,000 residents, according to Dan Striebich, a junior

MONDAY CHRISTMAS
Classes are canceled Monday for
Christmas on Campus. Until then,
three faculty and staff members will
judge holiday decorations on houses
in the student neighborhood Wednesday, from 7-9 p.m. For more information on Wednesday’s event contact
the Center for Student Involvement.
Source: udayton.edu

“If any spills were to occur in the Source Water Protection Area,
the drinking water wells would be affected, therefore making
much less available water to drink.”

AWAY IN A UD MANGER
engineering major who interns at
Plug Smart and is also a member
of UD’s River Stewards.
Striebich said the proposed
changes made by the SWPP were
not taken well by many of the citizens, and, in fact, only one person
agreed with the new proposed
plan. He said the main source of
discontentment came from policy
issue number seven, which allows
businesses within the Source Water Protection Area to apply for an
increase in their amount of chemical pounds.
In the current plan, businesses
are allowed to have 160 chemical
pounds, and the new proposal al-

lows them to have 10,000 pounds,
Striebich said. This means that
there is an increase of about 6,250
percent in the amount and spread
of harmful chemicals above the
aquifer. Approximately 150 citizens, including 20 UD students,
attended the meeting, according to
Leslie King, director of the Rivers
Institute. The UD students at this
meeting were River Stewards from
the Rivers Institutes at UD. River
Stewards strive to support and
protect rivers as well as all water
resources because of their belief in
the importance of the protection of
water.
“This is an issue that greatly af-

fects UD students. All of our water
that comes to campus is from the
aquifer and is treated by the city
of Dayton. If any spills were to
occur in the Source Water Protection Area, the drinking water wells
would be affected, therefore making much less available water to
drink,” Streibich said.
Dayton’s water system, according to the SWPP’s website, “supplies drinking water for 400,000
users in Dayton and Montgomery
County, the aquifer underlying
the Dayton area stores 1.5 trillion
gallons of water and Dayton’s well
fields yield 2,000 gallons per minute.”

#takeUDhome
During winter break, we want YOU
to share your UD pride with the world.
Before you go home, stop by the Albert
Emanuel Hall lobby and pick up two UD
T-shirts. Over break, wear one shirt to
your high school and give the other shirt
to a current student, teacher, counselor
or principal.
Then take a creative photo that highlights
your T-shirts and share it on Instagram or
Twitter using #takeUDhome. Prizes will
be awarded for the most creative photos.

NineTies plays “neat covers and nifty originals,” as the members say on their Facebook, to win Campus Concert Committee’s
Battle of the Bands Nov. 22. Chris Santucci/Photo Editor

If you venture to the seventh floor of
Roesch Library, you can go shopping.
The last day of the Manger Market is
Wednesday, open from 11:30 a.m. - 2
p.m. All profits go toward the care and
exhibition of the Marian Library’s nativity
collection. The At the Manger exhibits of
nativities also will be open in the library
until Jan. 25. Source: Porches
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DAN STRIEBICH
JUNIOR ENGINEERING MAJOR
INTERN AT PLUG SMART
The SWPP is in a constant state
of trying to provide the right plan
that will protect and secure the
Dayton water system and ensure it
will continue to be efficient, strong
and reliable to all Dayton citizens.
To get involved with the program
or the proposed future plans, visit
rivers.udayton.edu or www.cityofd a y t o n . o rg / c m o / P a g e s / S W P P.
aspx.

SORRY SASHA, SORRY MALIA

WU-TANG FOREVER

‘EVERY DAY WILL BE BLACK FRIDAY’

Elizabeth Lauten, communications director for Republican Representative
Stephen Fincher, posted on Facebook
that President Obama’s daughters,
Sasha and Malia, lacked “class” at a
Thanksgiving ceremony and should
dress like they deserve respect, “not a
spot at a bar.” After receiving criticism-and praying for many hours-- she publicly apologized and resigned Monday.
Source: BBC and Politico

Wu-Tang Clan celebrated their 20th anniversary (and a break in their fighting)
Tuesday with their new album, “A Better
Tomorrow.” The band will also release another album, “The Wu—Once Upon a Time
in Shaolin,” which has been an ongoing
project for 20 years. The band plans to
exhibit the album at museums around
the globe and sell it to the highest bidder.
Source: Consequence of Sound

Black Friday in-store sales slipped
an estimated half percent, and the
amount of people shopping in stores
and online slipped about 5.2 percent
from last year. The weekend accounts
for about 20 percent of all annual retail sales. To make up for the loss, “every day will be Black Friday,” the CEO
of the National Retail Federation said.
“Every minute will be Cyber Monday.”
Source: The Huffington Post

WE’D LIKE RIGHTS WITH THAT

The St. Louis Police Officers Association
responded it was mad and disappointed
by five St. Louis Rams players raising
their hands (the “hands up, don’t shoot”
sign) Sunday in support of Ferguson protestors. The players said they wanted to
show support for their community; the
association said the players are ignoring evidence, and it wants an apology.
Source: CNN

Two hundred New York fast food workers
joined in a strike in New York City Saturday – the largest work halt to ever hit the
industry. On Thursday, fast food workers in
at least 150 cities in the U.S. will strike for
a $15 per hour wage and right to unionize.
Source: Aljazeera

WORLD
FISH AND CHIPS HURT DUCKS
The health of Eider ducks, the UK’s heaviest and fastest flying ducks, is being compromised by people feeding them fish
and chips in Northumberland, England.
Although the birds appear to love fish and
chips, the food is harmful for their eggs.
Source: BBC.
NOT PUNNY
China officials have banned the use of
puns, an integral part of Chinese culture,
in all media. Officials claim wordplay
brings “cultural and linguistic chaos”
to the country. Since the language is
abundant in homophones, wordplay
has birthed most of the country’s sayings, jokes and slogans. Internet users used it to maintain some freedom
of speech behind the Golden Shield.
Source: The Guardian

NOT JUST MAD, DISAPPOINTED

ANOTHER GETS OFF SCOT-FREE
All criminal charges against former
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak were
dropped Saturday. In Arab Spring three
years ago, Mubarak murdered protestors
of his regime. The ex-President’s chief
and six top police officials also were acquitted. Nearly 1,000 people protested
the verdict, one of which was killed and
85 of which were arrested by security.
Source: The New York Times

DINOSAUR EATS MAN,
CHRIS PRATT INHERITS THE EARTH
Humans never learn. John Hammond’s
vision of a jurassic park is actualized
in “Jurassic World,” starring Chris Pratt.
In the first trailer, which dropped last
week, viewers get a glimpse of a water show better than any show at Sea
World. The park will open June 12.
Source: CNN

THERE’S A VACCINE FOR THAT?
The 20 volunteers of the first human
trial run of an experimental Ebola vaccine produced antibodies, according to
research published Wednesday. None
of the volunteers exhibited severe side
effects. Despite this news, it will take
months before the vaccine can be used.
Source: Aljazeera

AMAZON BUILDS ROBOT ARMY
In Amazon’s 28-football-fields sized
order-fulfillment center in California,
orange robots speed around the warehouse to move and sort merchandise.
Fifteen thousand robots are running
around Amazon warehouses across
the U.S. If that isn’t terrifying enough,
engineers have already started developing a next generation robot.
Source: NPR

Solution to Issue 11 sudoku

OHIO STATE PLAYER FOUND DEAD
After five days of searching, Columbus,
Ohio, police officers discovered 22-yearold Kosta Karageorge, the Ohio State
defensive lineman, dead in a dumpster
with a gun Sunday. Karageorge’s gunshot
wound appeared to be self-inflicted.
Karageorge’s mother said he was suffering from a concussion and confusion
spells. She received a text the day Karageorge went missing that said he was
sorry if he was “an embarrassment.”
Source: ESPN
DOOR WOUNDED IN FURY
An infuriated man slammed the door as
he left a Cricket Store and peeled out of
the parking lot Saturday. After the incident, the door would not fully close. The
man was angry because his cell phone
service was disabled for owing $21.
Source: Dayton Daily News

SUDOKU

GIVE COATS TO KIDS
The Fitz Center for Leadership in Community is hosting a coat drive to collect
coats in good condition for children in
Neighborhood School Centers of Dayton
Public Schools. You can donate coats
until Dec. 15 at Zehler Hall in room 203,
the KU information desk and room 618
in Raymond L. Fitz Hall. Source: Porches
GOODWILL IN REVENGE TOUR
Basketball player ‘Buckets’ Blakes of the
Harlem Globetrotters, or the Ambassadors of Goodwill™, will talk about the
team’s 2015 Washington Generals’ Revenge World Tour, in Dayton Monday. The
Globetrotters’ annual New Year’s Eve performance will be at the Nutter Center Dec.
3--the 15th consecutive year the team
has played in Dayton on New Year’s Eve.
Source: Globetrotters press release

BLOOD ON THE LEAVES
Police officers heard gunshots at about
4 a.m. Sunday in the 800 block of
West Stewart Street, but when they
arrived at the scene, only a pool of
blood, an abandoned Cadillac and
shell casings remained. The keys still
were in the ignition. The lights still
were on. No victim has been found.
Source: Dayton Daily News
VIDEO OF SHOOTING RELEASED
The surveillance video of a 26-year-old
white Cleveland police officer shooting
and killing Tamir Rice, a 12-year-old
black boy who was swinging around
a BB gun, was released to the public
Nov. 26. The officer was responding
to a 911 call. The family’s statement
said the only thing clear from the video was how quickly the officer acted.
Source: The Washington Post
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believes the event series will help to
break students out the UD “bubble.”
“Especially in the UD bubble, people can get caught up in their own
lives. Even though we’re a Marianist school, a scary percentage of
us can forget about things outside
the bubble pretty easily,” she said.
“Having these MLK events, having
discussion panels, gives everyone a
little reminder that there is, in fact,
an outside world and that there are
plenty of things we can do as individuals and as a community.”
Wozniak said she also believes the
timing of the events are very fitting
given current recent events surrounding racial inequality.
“Two of MLK’s biggest points
were nonviolence and loving your
neighbor. Especially with the recent
events in Ferguson, the march and
the discussion panels UD is putting
on could not come at a better time,”
she said.
Highlights of the celebration are
featured on the right; the full list of
dates and times of the events can be
found on the University of Dayton
“MLK Celebration” Facebook page,
or at www.udayton.edu/ministry/
csc/advocacy/mlk_day.php.

Roger Hoke
Staff Writer

The University of Dayton campus
begins to buzz with excitement for
the holiday season once students return from their Thanksgiving break.
Decorations can be seen draped
over buildings, and lights are strung
around trees.
Holiday spirit is not uncommon
on college campuses during the last
weeks before winter break, however,
UD showcases Christmas on Campus, an annual Christmas event that
involves months of student preparation.
Christmas on Campus invites
children from local schools all over
the Dayton area to spend time on
UD’s campus for holiday activities.
Many children who attend St. Paul
United Methodist Church, where
UD’s Big Brothers Big Sisters group
spends time with children after their
school day to do homework and play
games, participate in Christmas on
Campus.

The students explained their involvement with the annual holiday
event during an interview with Flyer
News.
Nine-year-old Treyton, who has
been attending Christmas on Campus for four years, said last year was
his favorite experience.
“Competing in the games is most
fun,” Treyton said about meeting up
with his friend and his Big Brother.
“I won one match of basketball and
he won a match.”
Many of the students enjoyed the
array of RecPlex games organized
by UD’s organizations and student
groups.
“My favorite part was the gymnasium with all of the games,” Brian
said. “Pin the nose on the snowman
was my favorite. I won that.”
“The part I really, really enjoyed
was going through the maze with my
Big Sister,” eight-year old Makayla
said. She said that she also had fun
petting the live reindeer.
Kaitlin, 13, has attended Christmas on Campus for seven years. She
was able to attend the event with her
sister’s Big Sister last year.

The University of Dayton Sigma Chi
Iota Theta chapter will no longer be allowed to continue on campus, after a
ruling by the university at the end of
November.
The chapter was originally suspended from campus operation after
an incident in Madison County, Ohio,
in November 2012, according to reports
from WHIO. The fraternity was looking to restart operations this school
year.
It is believed that the university
made its final ruling of Sigma Chi’s
future after the death of a student,
Thomas Marshall, in Gatlinburg, Tennessee, in October 2014.
“One of the most important things
for us is having the people know how
great of a person Tom was,” former
Sigma Chi Iota member John Smith*
said. “The reflection of how many texts
and the response has been a great thing
for us, so we want people to know we
are appreciative of that.”
Smith also addressed the help the
fraternity has received from some uni-

Graphic by Meghan Ostermueller

‘Littles’ of UD’s Big Brother’s Big Sisters
look forward to Christmas on Campus
ALISE JARMUSZ
Asst. News Editor
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Sigma Chi forced to suspend operation following student death

MLK
(cont. from pg. 1)
According to UD’s website, taking
the pledge will further his ideals and
dreams for the future of America.
Students who are interested in
taking the pledge can sign up online
at www.udayton.edu/ministry/csc/
advocacy/mlk_pledge.php. After
filling out the form, participants
will receive a printed pledge card
in the mail to display or to act as a
reminder.
By engaging in community service, students will join participants
across the country dedicated to honoring King’s teachings.
“Others around the nation will
also be serving their neighbors and
communities during the annual
MLK Day of Service, which is part
of United We Serve, the president’s
national call to service initiative. It
calls for Americans from all walks of
life to work together to provide solutions to our most pressing national
problems,” according the website.
The event series also includes a
number of panels, celebrations and
speakers aimed to highlight King’s
movement toward peace, equality
and respect.
Sondra Wozniak, a junior finance
and international business major,
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“We met up with my actual little
sister’s Big [Sister] and we were able
to hang out together the rest of the
night,” Kaitlin said. “We all got hot
chocolate and watched ‘How the
Grinch Stole Christmas.’”
The children also had hopes for
the future.
“Something I definitely want to
see again is the Nerf Gun war,” Treyton said.
Christmas on Campus began in
1964 “when a group of UD students
gathered and decided they wanted
to celebrate Christmas before they
left for the holidays,” according to
the event’s website. From there, UD
wanted to “involve the greater Dayton Community; thus local families
were invited to come to the event and
share in the Christmas celebration.”
Each year, around 1,000 children
are “adopted” during the Christmas
on Campus event. UD hopes to continue to help even more children
celebrate Christmas by sharing the
atmosphere of cheer present on campus.

“It was disappointing because we worked so hard after the last
situation to really work on our reputation.”
versity officials, such as the Director of
Greek Life Kevin Cane.
Smith said he was speaking on behalf of being Marshall’s friend, and
was in Gatlinburg when the event occurred. Smith said he believes Marshall’s death was the reasoning behind
Sigma Chi’s termination from campus.
“It definitely was, and it was disappointing because we worked so hard after the last situation to really work on
our reputation, and we’ve been really
quiet since then,” Smith said. “I don’t
think the university would deny that.”
Smith said he does not know exactly
what happened to Marshall, and is disheartened by the situation.
“It’s really disappointing because
none of us know what happened, and
we are really hurting because of what
happened, and now is the time that we
could use Sigma Chi more than ever,”
Smith said.

Kari Wallace, the assistant vice
president of student development, said
on the subject of Sigma Chi’s dismissal
that the fraternity had been giving the
university problems for years.
“We have had ongoing problems
with Sigma Chi since 2007,” Wallace
said. “Most of them were dealing with
alcohol.”
Wallace stated the main reason this
decision was due to the fact that they
broke sanctions given to them after
their suspension in 2012.
“They aren’t a Sigma Chi chapter
right now, but they are members of
a group trying to get back together in
Jan. 2015, but they broke their sanction,” Wallace said.
The sanction in question was the
fraternity was not allowed to meet together with more than three former
members at a time. The trip to Gatlinburg, Tennessee brought together

more than three former members, and
Marshall’s death brought this broken
sanction into light.
Smith said he does not agree with
the decision the university made regarding Sigma Chi’s future, for the
death did not occur at a Sigma Chi
event.
“No, I don’t [agree with the decision]
because [of] the allegations that it was
a Sigma Chi event,” Smith said. “Half
the guys there were former Sigma Chi
members, none of the women there
were Greek affiliated, and the other
half of the guys were not Greek affiliated, either; so only 25 percent Greek
people were at the place.”
Smith said he believes the allegations were wrong, but the fraternity
will still have to deal with the decision
made.
“The allegations, we don’t agree
with, we don’t think many would

JOHN SMITH*
FORMER SIGMA CHI IOTA MEMBER

agree; unfortunately, that’s just what
happened,” Smith said. “We’re suffering a lot during this time. [Marshall]
was one of our best friends. We would
have liked a lot of the things we do with
Sigma Chi to reflect his memory.”
Editor’s note: John Smith* is not the
real name of the former Sigma Chi Iota
Theta brother; he was willing to give his
opinion on the subject by requesting he
remain anonymous. The former member has not been an active member of
Sigma Chi since the events, and said he
spoke what he believed his former fraternity would like him to portray. Flyer
News has reached out to Kevin Cane,
director of Greek Life, for comment.
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Rachel Cain
Staff Writer

In three weeks, I’ll pack my life back
into my two suitcases, say goodbye to
my friends, close the door to my room
for the last time and board a plane. I
did this all four months ago. This time,
though, instead of flying to Madrid, I’ll
return to the United States.
I, and many of the other study
abroad students, am having difficulty
wrapping my head around the idea
that, after four months, we only have
a few short weeks left in Spain. Only
a few more weeks of paella, cafe con
leche, the beautiful parks and museums.
Yet, although I am leaving much behind, I am also bringing so much along
with me.
For instance, I’m returning with a
renewed understanding and appreciation of my own culture in the U.S.
I have been able to learn more about
how American culture varies from that
of other countries not only by visiting
them, but also through my conversations with other study abroad students.
When I told my British friend my

family doesn’t have mincemeat pies
for Christmas, she exclaimed in horror,
“You don’t have Christmas!”
I’ve also been able to recognize the
differences in eating habits, art, religion, the emphasis on work and fining
a career, and even homelessness and
social movements.
A woman from Madrid explained
to me that she loves how in the United
States is there are social movements
and organizations for almost every issue. She says these organizations help
create a sense of community and support for people concerned about and
affected by a particular issue.
I will also bring back with me a
greater understanding of the disorientation and shock experienced when
encountering a new culture. I personally felt a sense of displacement and
culture shock, even though I simply
moved from one Western culture to
another.
I’ll have to remember my difficulties
when I became nervous while talking
to others and fumbled with my Spanish, and also my gratitude when others
took the extra minute or two to figure
out what I was saying and genuinely
try to engage me in conversation.
In the future, I will keep these new

understandings in mind as I approach
others who are new to American culture.
And in spite of all these differences
between countries, I have also realized
the similarities our cultures have. Even
though we come from different areas,
we share common values and dreams.
Even though there are some small
cultural differences, overall people
still act in the same way. Roommates
still leave notes about dirty dishes and
friends still hang out together on Friday nights.
Of course, I will always have my
memories. I’ve been so fortunate as to
have the opportunity to not only live in
Spain for four months, but to also be
able to travel to neighboring European
countries with some amazing friends.
I’m not sure if I’ll ever be in Spain
again, but I’m trying my best to make
sure I enjoy every last minute I have
here. And when it’s time to say goodbye, I can take one last look, remember
and be grateful for all the experiences
I’ve been fortunate enough to have enjoyed, and move forward to my next
journey.

Junior Rachel Cain studied abroad in Madrid, Spain for four months. Courtesy of
Rachel Cain.
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believes the event series will help to
break students out the UD “bubble.”
“Especially in the UD bubble, people can get caught up in their own
lives. Even though we’re a Marianist school, a scary percentage of
us can forget about things outside
the bubble pretty easily,” she said.
“Having these MLK events, having
discussion panels, gives everyone a
little reminder that there is, in fact,
an outside world and that there are
plenty of things we can do as individuals and as a community.”
Wozniak said she also believes the
timing of the events are very fitting
given current recent events surrounding racial inequality.
“Two of MLK’s biggest points
were nonviolence and loving your
neighbor. Especially with the recent
events in Ferguson, the march and
the discussion panels UD is putting
on could not come at a better time,”
she said.
Highlights of the celebration are
featured on the right; the full list of
dates and times of the events can be
found on the University of Dayton
“MLK Celebration” Facebook page,
or at www.udayton.edu/ministry/
csc/advocacy/mlk_day.php.

Roger Hoke
Staff Writer

The University of Dayton campus
begins to buzz with excitement for
the holiday season once students return from their Thanksgiving break.
Decorations can be seen draped
over buildings, and lights are strung
around trees.
Holiday spirit is not uncommon
on college campuses during the last
weeks before winter break, however,
UD showcases Christmas on Campus, an annual Christmas event that
involves months of student preparation.
Christmas on Campus invites
children from local schools all over
the Dayton area to spend time on
UD’s campus for holiday activities.
Many children who attend St. Paul
United Methodist Church, where
UD’s Big Brothers Big Sisters group
spends time with children after their
school day to do homework and play
games, participate in Christmas on
Campus.

The students explained their involvement with the annual holiday
event during an interview with Flyer
News.
Nine-year-old Treyton, who has
been attending Christmas on Campus for four years, said last year was
his favorite experience.
“Competing in the games is most
fun,” Treyton said about meeting up
with his friend and his Big Brother.
“I won one match of basketball and
he won a match.”
Many of the students enjoyed the
array of RecPlex games organized
by UD’s organizations and student
groups.
“My favorite part was the gymnasium with all of the games,” Brian
said. “Pin the nose on the snowman
was my favorite. I won that.”
“The part I really, really enjoyed
was going through the maze with my
Big Sister,” eight-year old Makayla
said. She said that she also had fun
petting the live reindeer.
Kaitlin, 13, has attended Christmas on Campus for seven years. She
was able to attend the event with her
sister’s Big Sister last year.

The University of Dayton Sigma Chi
Iota Theta chapter will no longer be allowed to continue on campus, after a
ruling by the university at the end of
November.
The chapter was originally suspended from campus operation after
an incident in Madison County, Ohio,
in November 2012, according to reports
from WHIO. The fraternity was looking to restart operations this school
year.
It is believed that the university
made its final ruling of Sigma Chi’s
future after the death of a student,
Thomas Marshall, in Gatlinburg, Tennessee, in October 2014.
“One of the most important things
for us is having the people know how
great of a person Tom was,” former
Sigma Chi Iota member John Smith*
said. “The reflection of how many texts
and the response has been a great thing
for us, so we want people to know we
are appreciative of that.”
Smith also addressed the help the
fraternity has received from some uni-
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MLK
(cont. from pg. 1)
According to UD’s website, taking
the pledge will further his ideals and
dreams for the future of America.
Students who are interested in
taking the pledge can sign up online
at www.udayton.edu/ministry/csc/
advocacy/mlk_pledge.php. After
filling out the form, participants
will receive a printed pledge card
in the mail to display or to act as a
reminder.
By engaging in community service, students will join participants
across the country dedicated to honoring King’s teachings.
“Others around the nation will
also be serving their neighbors and
communities during the annual
MLK Day of Service, which is part
of United We Serve, the president’s
national call to service initiative. It
calls for Americans from all walks of
life to work together to provide solutions to our most pressing national
problems,” according the website.
The event series also includes a
number of panels, celebrations and
speakers aimed to highlight King’s
movement toward peace, equality
and respect.
Sondra Wozniak, a junior finance
and international business major,
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“We met up with my actual little
sister’s Big [Sister] and we were able
to hang out together the rest of the
night,” Kaitlin said. “We all got hot
chocolate and watched ‘How the
Grinch Stole Christmas.’”
The children also had hopes for
the future.
“Something I definitely want to
see again is the Nerf Gun war,” Treyton said.
Christmas on Campus began in
1964 “when a group of UD students
gathered and decided they wanted
to celebrate Christmas before they
left for the holidays,” according to
the event’s website. From there, UD
wanted to “involve the greater Dayton Community; thus local families
were invited to come to the event and
share in the Christmas celebration.”
Each year, around 1,000 children
are “adopted” during the Christmas
on Campus event. UD hopes to continue to help even more children
celebrate Christmas by sharing the
atmosphere of cheer present on campus.

“It was disappointing because we worked so hard after the last
situation to really work on our reputation.”
versity officials, such as the Director of
Greek Life Kevin Cane.
Smith said he was speaking on behalf of being Marshall’s friend, and
was in Gatlinburg when the event occurred. Smith said he believes Marshall’s death was the reasoning behind
Sigma Chi’s termination from campus.
“It definitely was, and it was disappointing because we worked so hard after the last situation to really work on
our reputation, and we’ve been really
quiet since then,” Smith said. “I don’t
think the university would deny that.”
Smith said he does not know exactly
what happened to Marshall, and is disheartened by the situation.
“It’s really disappointing because
none of us know what happened, and
we are really hurting because of what
happened, and now is the time that we
could use Sigma Chi more than ever,”
Smith said.

Kari Wallace, the assistant vice
president of student development, said
on the subject of Sigma Chi’s dismissal
that the fraternity had been giving the
university problems for years.
“We have had ongoing problems
with Sigma Chi since 2007,” Wallace
said. “Most of them were dealing with
alcohol.”
Wallace stated the main reason this
decision was due to the fact that they
broke sanctions given to them after
their suspension in 2012.
“They aren’t a Sigma Chi chapter
right now, but they are members of
a group trying to get back together in
Jan. 2015, but they broke their sanction,” Wallace said.
The sanction in question was the
fraternity was not allowed to meet together with more than three former
members at a time. The trip to Gatlinburg, Tennessee brought together

more than three former members, and
Marshall’s death brought this broken
sanction into light.
Smith said he does not agree with
the decision the university made regarding Sigma Chi’s future, for the
death did not occur at a Sigma Chi
event.
“No, I don’t [agree with the decision]
because [of] the allegations that it was
a Sigma Chi event,” Smith said. “Half
the guys there were former Sigma Chi
members, none of the women there
were Greek affiliated, and the other
half of the guys were not Greek affiliated, either; so only 25 percent Greek
people were at the place.”
Smith said he believes the allegations were wrong, but the fraternity
will still have to deal with the decision
made.
“The allegations, we don’t agree
with, we don’t think many would

JOHN SMITH*
FORMER SIGMA CHI IOTA MEMBER

agree; unfortunately, that’s just what
happened,” Smith said. “We’re suffering a lot during this time. [Marshall]
was one of our best friends. We would
have liked a lot of the things we do with
Sigma Chi to reflect his memory.”
Editor’s note: John Smith* is not the
real name of the former Sigma Chi Iota
Theta brother; he was willing to give his
opinion on the subject by requesting he
remain anonymous. The former member has not been an active member of
Sigma Chi since the events, and said he
spoke what he believed his former fraternity would like him to portray. Flyer
News has reached out to Kevin Cane,
director of Greek Life, for comment.
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Rachel Cain
Staff Writer

In three weeks, I’ll pack my life back
into my two suitcases, say goodbye to
my friends, close the door to my room
for the last time and board a plane. I
did this all four months ago. This time,
though, instead of flying to Madrid, I’ll
return to the United States.
I, and many of the other study
abroad students, am having difficulty
wrapping my head around the idea
that, after four months, we only have
a few short weeks left in Spain. Only
a few more weeks of paella, cafe con
leche, the beautiful parks and museums.
Yet, although I am leaving much behind, I am also bringing so much along
with me.
For instance, I’m returning with a
renewed understanding and appreciation of my own culture in the U.S.
I have been able to learn more about
how American culture varies from that
of other countries not only by visiting
them, but also through my conversations with other study abroad students.
When I told my British friend my

family doesn’t have mincemeat pies
for Christmas, she exclaimed in horror,
“You don’t have Christmas!”
I’ve also been able to recognize the
differences in eating habits, art, religion, the emphasis on work and fining
a career, and even homelessness and
social movements.
A woman from Madrid explained
to me that she loves how in the United
States is there are social movements
and organizations for almost every issue. She says these organizations help
create a sense of community and support for people concerned about and
affected by a particular issue.
I will also bring back with me a
greater understanding of the disorientation and shock experienced when
encountering a new culture. I personally felt a sense of displacement and
culture shock, even though I simply
moved from one Western culture to
another.
I’ll have to remember my difficulties
when I became nervous while talking
to others and fumbled with my Spanish, and also my gratitude when others
took the extra minute or two to figure
out what I was saying and genuinely
try to engage me in conversation.
In the future, I will keep these new

understandings in mind as I approach
others who are new to American culture.
And in spite of all these differences
between countries, I have also realized
the similarities our cultures have. Even
though we come from different areas,
we share common values and dreams.
Even though there are some small
cultural differences, overall people
still act in the same way. Roommates
still leave notes about dirty dishes and
friends still hang out together on Friday nights.
Of course, I will always have my
memories. I’ve been so fortunate as to
have the opportunity to not only live in
Spain for four months, but to also be
able to travel to neighboring European
countries with some amazing friends.
I’m not sure if I’ll ever be in Spain
again, but I’m trying my best to make
sure I enjoy every last minute I have
here. And when it’s time to say goodbye, I can take one last look, remember
and be grateful for all the experiences
I’ve been fortunate enough to have enjoyed, and move forward to my next
journey.

Junior Rachel Cain studied abroad in Madrid, Spain for four months. Courtesy of
Rachel Cain.
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Title IX updates, Green Dot program to prevent violence
GRACE MCCORMICK
Staff Writer

The University of Dayton released
updates to the Title IX document in
an email to the UD community on
Nov. 14, sent by David Sipusic, Title
IX/Section 504 Coordinator and Equity Compliance Officer at UD.
Title IX, as briefly explained in
the email, is the university’s nondiscrimination and anti-harassment
policy. Updates include “accommodations if the parties cannot be in
the same room with each other during a hearing or when a party needs
a modification to be able to participate in the process.”
It goes on further stating, “Title
IX Coordinator will ensure and document the implementation of steps
identified to prevent recurrence of
the harassment and remedy the discriminatory effects on the complainant and others, as appropriate.”
A more detailed list of the updates
and explanations can be found in the
email and online at go.udayton.edu/
nondiscrimination.
Kristen Altenau, the sexual violence prevention education coordinator at UD, said the changes were
necessary because “they come from
Congress, more specifically the Office of Civil Rights, and they are national regulations in which schools
are accountable to follow.”
Title IX, often times intimidating
to college students because of its dif-

“I think it has taken off so well because faculty and students now
have the power to do something...”
ficult content, can be better understood by visiting knowyourix.org.
“Overall, students are excited
and looking for ways to prevent violence and our programs offer that
education,” Altenau said.
While the Title IX document is
expanding nationally, the Green Dot
program is expanding and taking
off as well, partly in response to the
release of the department of public
safety’s “Campus Security and Fire
Safety Report,” which discloses information regarding campus crime
and safety from the three previous
calendar years, and can be reviewed
at www.udayton.edu/publicsafety/
campus_crime_reporting.
The Green Dot program, which
came to campus last academic year,
is designed to educate students
about the dangers of sexual violence
and how to intervene in order to prevent those situations.
“The model targets all community members as potential bystanders,
and seeks to engage them, through
awareness, education, and skills
practice, in proactive behaviors that
establish intolerance of violence,”
according to UD’s website.

CLASSIFIEDS
HOUSING
Leo’s Quality Student Housing
the Original! Behind Panera
Bread. Secure your housing for
next year fully furnished, with
leather living room sets, Maytag
washer/dryer. Some homes with
marble bathrooms, off street
parking, first class. Check out
our website leosrentals.com or
call (937)-456-7743 or cell (937)371-1046. Availability 3 to 10
students:
48 and 50 Woodland, 65, 63, 57,
49, 25, 29, 38, 40, 56, 50 Jasper
St. 119 Fairground, 42, 46 and 58
Frank. To make your stay comfortable and a very enjoyable
school year.
Leo’s Quality Student Rentals has
rental openings the Spring 2015 se-

mester for: a group of four at our
newly remodeled home at 41 Jasper; and for one or two gentlemen
to join an existing group at 119 Fairground. If interested please contact
us at 937-456-7743 or 937-371-1046 or
www.leosrentals.com.
Apartments available in the ghetto.
2 bedroom for 3 students, off street
parking, laundry facilities. Know
where you are going to live next
year. Call 937-681-4982
Large student non-furnished
apartment at 950 Irving (on bike
trail) available January 1st. Five
bedrooms/ two baths for up to five
students. Rent of $7,700 per semester includes all utilities except
TV/internet. AC, in unit washer/
dryer, off-street parking included.
Call937-638-1680

A national program, The Green
Dot Strategy was founded by Dorothy Edwards, originating in the
United Kingdom less than 10 years
ago, Altenau said. It was a huge
success, so a four-day certification
became available for other universities to launch the program on their
campuses.
Altenau said the program offers
separate presentations for every
freshman floor called “Red Zone”;
other presentations are given
around the school on issues such
as cultural media, and self-defense
classes are offered.
Sarah Healy, junior sports management major, is a peer educator
with the Green Dot program.
“I wanted to get more involved
to help current and new students
realize that even one person experiencing this [sexual violence] is too
many and that it does happen even
on a campus as safe as ours,” she
said.
Healy said she gives Red Zone
talks to every first-year floor where
they discuss consent and how to
handle certain situations should
they arise.

In addition to Red Zone talks,
the Green Dot program also hosts
speakers, Green Dot training sessions and events such as Take Back
the Night.
Altenau said Take Back the Night
is an event offered in the spring on
campus; this year’s will take place
Monday, March 30, at 8 p.m. Survivors of sexual violence march from
the Humanities building to ArtStreet through the student neighborhood. It starts out silent and then
works up to a chant. Last spring students shouted, “shatter the silence.”
“The goals of the program are to
find a solution to the red dots [violence] with green dots. Violence will
not be tolerated at the University of
Dayton, so everyone has to do something,” Altenau said.
Altenau said 100 percent of students who have gone through the
seven-hour training program have
gone on to use the techniques. She
said there are currently 342 Green
Dot graduates, so the community
is responding to it well. The Green
Dot graduates consist of faculty,
staff, graduate and undergraduate
students.

KRISTEN ALTENAU
SEXUAL VIOLENCE PREVENTION
EDUCATION COORDINATOR
“I think it has taken off so well
because faculty and students now
have the power to do something with
techniques learned in the training
sessions,” Altenau said.
Colleen McDaniel, sophomore
psychology and women and gender
studies major, is a graduate and peer
educator. She said her best memory
since being involved in the program
came when she was giving a Red
Zone talk to a male floor: One of the
students kept interrupting and making jokes while she was presenting,
however, he ended up coming up to
her at the end and is planning on
joining the team in the spring.
“I guess it was that feeling of
reaching out to someone who we felt
did not want to hear us, and then realizing that somehow we were able
to inspire him to get involved,” McDaniel said.
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FlyerRentals.com. 116 & 139 Frank,
120 Fairground. Newly built or renovated! Now Leasing 2015. All information at FlyerRentals.com.
STUDENT HOUSING AVAILABLE. 3-4 Bedrooms. Many amenities, all appliances. Including
washer and dryer, central air
conditioning & off-street parking. Call Mike at 937-478-1935 or
email at Mtfrantz@aol.com

FOR SALE
FREE 2008 Honda Motorcycle, 1000
RR. Excellent condition. If interested contact for more information
luisjose1001@outlook.com

RESERVE YOUR
CLASSIFIED
SPACE TODAY!
Contact Advertising Manager,
Aline Leclair at
alineleclair94@gmail.com
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‘Mockingjay’ slow, sets up second half of film

NATHAN HELFFERICH
Staff Writer
In 2010, “Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows: Part 1” was released. It was the first time a bookadapted movie franchise split the
final novel of the series into two
movies. Just one year later, the
same strategy was implemented
with the Twilight Saga. Are the
motives of this strategy truly to
improve the movie experience for
moviegoers? Or is this plan purely
for monetary gain?
“The Hunger Games: Mockingjay Part 1” was released Nov.
21. Just like the Harry Potter and
Twilight franchises, the Hunger
Games trilogy also split the final
book into two movies. While many
fans may have been thrilled that
there was an extra movie added
to the franchise, I found myself
skeptical. Could the content of

the book “Mockingjay” provide
enough substance for two quality
movies?
The second movie of the Hunger Games franchise, “Catching
Fire,” ended with main character
Katniss Everdeen (Jennifer Lawrence) and fellow tributes breaking out of the Hunger Games
arena as an act of rebellion. Her
friend and fellow District 12 tribute, Peeta (Josh Hutcherson), was
captured by the corrupt government, the Capitol. The last 10 seconds of the movie show Katniss
with a bone-chilling look of anger
and intensity. She’s clearly pissed,
and something is clearly about to
go down.
In “Mockingjay Part 1,” Katniss is recruited for the rebellion
against the Capitol. She is used
heavily as propaganda to spark
the rebellion in other districts.
The home base for this rebellion

is District 13, an underground,
multi-layered structure. This fittingly provides the movie with
a dark setting, darker than the
previous two installments of the
franchise.
Where this movie found most
of its success is in the acting. Yet
again, Lawrence provided a strong
lead role as the fierce, resilient
Katniss Everdeen. The late Philip
Seymour Hoffman delivered as
Plutarch Heavevnsbee, the energetic proponent of the rebellion,
working with Katniss to send messages of revolution to the Capitol.
It was refreshing to see Jeffrey
Wright receive more screen time
as he reprised his role as Beetee,
the genius who contributes to the
rebellion by wreaking havoc on
the technology system of the Capitol. Woody Harrelson reminded
the audience that his character
Haymitch might just be the most

entertaining person in the franchise. Donald Sutherland, who
plays President Snow, has only
become more and more exciting
to watch as the story progresses.
One of the most interesting
characters introduced into the
movie is President Coin (Julianne
Moore), president of District 13
and leader of the rebellion against
the Capitol. Moore does a great job
of creating an ambiguous character, leaving the audience to question her motives behind the rebellion.
If you’re looking for fastpaced, nonstop excitement similar to “The Hunger Games” and
“Catching Fire,” you won’t find
it in “Mockingjay Part 1.” Repetitive scenes and a slow-moving
plot kept this movie from achieving success. For the plot that they
were working with, however, the
movie was about as successful as

it could be. The odds weren’t necessarily in this movie’s favor to
begin with.
This movie was made to build
up “Mockingjay Part 2,” and it
was extremely effective in doing
that. Whether or not that buildup warranted its own movie is a
question of debate. It seems like
“Mockingjay Part 1” simply expanded on what “Catching Fire”
accomplished in the last scene of
its movie.
As far as what the future holds
for Hunger Games fans, they can
rest assured knowing that “Mockingjay Part 2,” set to be released
November 2015, is destined for
greatness. It’s often said that the
best things come to those who
wait, so here’s to waiting another
year with chins up, smiles on.
I give “The Hunger Games:
Mockingjay Part 1” 2.5 out of four
stars.

‘Into the Woods’ film features star-studded cast
MARY KATE DORR
Asst. A&E Editor
This Christmas, the timeless
fairytales from your childhood
will be brought to life on the big
screen in James Lapine’s “Into the
Woods,” featuring music by Stephen Sondheim. The film, based
on the Broadway musical, follows Cinderella, Little Red Riding
Hood, Jack and the Beanstalk and
Rapunzel as their paths converge
in a witch’s scheme to teach each
character a lesson.
The film features an all-star
cast, including Johnny Depp, Meryl Streep and Emily Blunt. “Pitch
Perfect’s” Anna Kendrick stars as
Cinderella, with co-star Chris Pine
playing the role of Prince Charming.
Both Kendrick and Pine worked
to make such readily available
roles their own. In the midst of
such an emotional and complex
film, Pine plays a two dimensional
prince who is deeply infatuated
with himself and his storybook
lifestyle.
“He’s really just a buffoon,”
Pine said. “I had a lot of fun making the prince so buffoon-ish.”
“And I had a lot of fun watching
Chris be a buffoon,” Kendrick said,
who had to delve into a deeper
mindset for her role as Cinderella.
Kendrick described Cinderella as

a modern woman who has trouble
reaching decisions because she
overthinks and overanalyzes the
events of her life. She sees this as
a tendency in modern women to
not trust their gut and wanted to
portray that in Cinderella.
“She just overthinks throughout
the entire piece until something
she really reckons with happens. It
becomes clear what is important to
her when her community is in danger,” Kendrick said. This reckoning becomes a pivotal moment in
the film in which Cinderella must
face a decision about her future as
an individual and her future with
Prince Charming, and it’s a twist
you’ll just have to see in theaters.
Director Rob Marshall wanted
to bring a modern sensibility to
the film. Kendrick and Pine were
pleased to portray updated versions of such timeless roles.
“These characters belong to the
ages, so it makes sense to update
them with every generation,” Kendrick said.
Marshall’s experience in the
theater world was a major influence in the outcome of the film.
“He recognized the importance
of having rehearsal, which really
just infused a sense of community
in the cast,” Pine said.
This vibe helped such a diverse
cast participating in multiple storylines feel as if they were all on

the same page.
“It was just a great feeling to
have throughout filming,” Pine
said.
“Into the Woods” is unique in
that it will reach both adult and
child audiences. The film infuses
the excitement of the fairytales
loved by children with the harsher
lessons that adults have taught to
their children, and that kids take
these lessons to heart.
“We have to understand they are
listening to us and it’s our responsibility to prepare them for the reality of the world, which is really
what the second half of the film is
about,” Kendrick said.
Both Pine and Kendrick agreed
one of the greatest challenges of
the film was adapting to the Sondheim music after both having experience in more current genres.
However, they had fun learning
the ins and outs of this new style
and were glad to be supported by
such a talented cast.
“It was petrifying and exciting,”
Kendrick said, who diverged from
the standard Billboard Top 100 of
her “Pitch Perfect” role for both a
classic and challenging piece. Both
actors agreed that while difficult,
the experience was rewarding and
fulfilling.
“It’s honestly been a dream
come true,” Kendrick said.

Anna Kendrick stars as Cinderella in “Into the Woods,” in theatres Christmas Day. It is rated PG.
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Title IX updates, Green Dot program to prevent violence
GRACE MCCORMICK
Staff Writer

The University of Dayton released
updates to the Title IX document in
an email to the UD community on
Nov. 14, sent by David Sipusic, Title
IX/Section 504 Coordinator and Equity Compliance Officer at UD.
Title IX, as briefly explained in
the email, is the university’s nondiscrimination and anti-harassment
policy. Updates include “accommodations if the parties cannot be in
the same room with each other during a hearing or when a party needs
a modification to be able to participate in the process.”
It goes on further stating, “Title
IX Coordinator will ensure and document the implementation of steps
identified to prevent recurrence of
the harassment and remedy the discriminatory effects on the complainant and others, as appropriate.”
A more detailed list of the updates
and explanations can be found in the
email and online at go.udayton.edu/
nondiscrimination.
Kristen Altenau, the sexual violence prevention education coordinator at UD, said the changes were
necessary because “they come from
Congress, more specifically the Office of Civil Rights, and they are national regulations in which schools
are accountable to follow.”
Title IX, often times intimidating
to college students because of its dif-

“I think it has taken off so well because faculty and students now
have the power to do something...”
ficult content, can be better understood by visiting knowyourix.org.
“Overall, students are excited
and looking for ways to prevent violence and our programs offer that
education,” Altenau said.
While the Title IX document is
expanding nationally, the Green Dot
program is expanding and taking
off as well, partly in response to the
release of the department of public
safety’s “Campus Security and Fire
Safety Report,” which discloses information regarding campus crime
and safety from the three previous
calendar years, and can be reviewed
at www.udayton.edu/publicsafety/
campus_crime_reporting.
The Green Dot program, which
came to campus last academic year,
is designed to educate students
about the dangers of sexual violence
and how to intervene in order to prevent those situations.
“The model targets all community members as potential bystanders,
and seeks to engage them, through
awareness, education, and skills
practice, in proactive behaviors that
establish intolerance of violence,”
according to UD’s website.

CLASSIFIEDS
HOUSING
Leo’s Quality Student Housing
the Original! Behind Panera
Bread. Secure your housing for
next year fully furnished, with
leather living room sets, Maytag
washer/dryer. Some homes with
marble bathrooms, off street
parking, first class. Check out
our website leosrentals.com or
call (937)-456-7743 or cell (937)371-1046. Availability 3 to 10
students:
48 and 50 Woodland, 65, 63, 57,
49, 25, 29, 38, 40, 56, 50 Jasper
St. 119 Fairground, 42, 46 and 58
Frank. To make your stay comfortable and a very enjoyable
school year.
Leo’s Quality Student Rentals has
rental openings the Spring 2015 se-

mester for: a group of four at our
newly remodeled home at 41 Jasper; and for one or two gentlemen
to join an existing group at 119 Fairground. If interested please contact
us at 937-456-7743 or 937-371-1046 or
www.leosrentals.com.
Apartments available in the ghetto.
2 bedroom for 3 students, off street
parking, laundry facilities. Know
where you are going to live next
year. Call 937-681-4982
Large student non-furnished
apartment at 950 Irving (on bike
trail) available January 1st. Five
bedrooms/ two baths for up to five
students. Rent of $7,700 per semester includes all utilities except
TV/internet. AC, in unit washer/
dryer, off-street parking included.
Call937-638-1680

A national program, The Green
Dot Strategy was founded by Dorothy Edwards, originating in the
United Kingdom less than 10 years
ago, Altenau said. It was a huge
success, so a four-day certification
became available for other universities to launch the program on their
campuses.
Altenau said the program offers
separate presentations for every
freshman floor called “Red Zone”;
other presentations are given
around the school on issues such
as cultural media, and self-defense
classes are offered.
Sarah Healy, junior sports management major, is a peer educator
with the Green Dot program.
“I wanted to get more involved
to help current and new students
realize that even one person experiencing this [sexual violence] is too
many and that it does happen even
on a campus as safe as ours,” she
said.
Healy said she gives Red Zone
talks to every first-year floor where
they discuss consent and how to
handle certain situations should
they arise.

In addition to Red Zone talks,
the Green Dot program also hosts
speakers, Green Dot training sessions and events such as Take Back
the Night.
Altenau said Take Back the Night
is an event offered in the spring on
campus; this year’s will take place
Monday, March 30, at 8 p.m. Survivors of sexual violence march from
the Humanities building to ArtStreet through the student neighborhood. It starts out silent and then
works up to a chant. Last spring students shouted, “shatter the silence.”
“The goals of the program are to
find a solution to the red dots [violence] with green dots. Violence will
not be tolerated at the University of
Dayton, so everyone has to do something,” Altenau said.
Altenau said 100 percent of students who have gone through the
seven-hour training program have
gone on to use the techniques. She
said there are currently 342 Green
Dot graduates, so the community
is responding to it well. The Green
Dot graduates consist of faculty,
staff, graduate and undergraduate
students.

KRISTEN ALTENAU
SEXUAL VIOLENCE PREVENTION
EDUCATION COORDINATOR
“I think it has taken off so well
because faculty and students now
have the power to do something with
techniques learned in the training
sessions,” Altenau said.
Colleen McDaniel, sophomore
psychology and women and gender
studies major, is a graduate and peer
educator. She said her best memory
since being involved in the program
came when she was giving a Red
Zone talk to a male floor: One of the
students kept interrupting and making jokes while she was presenting,
however, he ended up coming up to
her at the end and is planning on
joining the team in the spring.
“I guess it was that feeling of
reaching out to someone who we felt
did not want to hear us, and then realizing that somehow we were able
to inspire him to get involved,” McDaniel said.

Flyer News reserves the right to reject, alter or omit advertisements. Advertisements must conform to the policies
of Flyer News. For a review of these policies, please contact the Flyer News business office at 937.229.3813; Email:
advertising@flyernews.com; Website: flyernews.com/advertising.

FlyerRentals.com. 116 & 139 Frank,
120 Fairground. Newly built or renovated! Now Leasing 2015. All information at FlyerRentals.com.
STUDENT HOUSING AVAILABLE. 3-4 Bedrooms. Many amenities, all appliances. Including
washer and dryer, central air
conditioning & off-street parking. Call Mike at 937-478-1935 or
email at Mtfrantz@aol.com

FOR SALE
FREE 2008 Honda Motorcycle, 1000
RR. Excellent condition. If interested contact for more information
luisjose1001@outlook.com

RESERVE YOUR
CLASSIFIED
SPACE TODAY!
Contact Advertising Manager,
Aline Leclair at
alineleclair94@gmail.com
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‘Mockingjay’ slow, sets up second half of film

NATHAN HELFFERICH
Staff Writer
In 2010, “Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows: Part 1” was released. It was the first time a bookadapted movie franchise split the
final novel of the series into two
movies. Just one year later, the
same strategy was implemented
with the Twilight Saga. Are the
motives of this strategy truly to
improve the movie experience for
moviegoers? Or is this plan purely
for monetary gain?
“The Hunger Games: Mockingjay Part 1” was released Nov.
21. Just like the Harry Potter and
Twilight franchises, the Hunger
Games trilogy also split the final
book into two movies. While many
fans may have been thrilled that
there was an extra movie added
to the franchise, I found myself
skeptical. Could the content of

the book “Mockingjay” provide
enough substance for two quality
movies?
The second movie of the Hunger Games franchise, “Catching
Fire,” ended with main character
Katniss Everdeen (Jennifer Lawrence) and fellow tributes breaking out of the Hunger Games
arena as an act of rebellion. Her
friend and fellow District 12 tribute, Peeta (Josh Hutcherson), was
captured by the corrupt government, the Capitol. The last 10 seconds of the movie show Katniss
with a bone-chilling look of anger
and intensity. She’s clearly pissed,
and something is clearly about to
go down.
In “Mockingjay Part 1,” Katniss is recruited for the rebellion
against the Capitol. She is used
heavily as propaganda to spark
the rebellion in other districts.
The home base for this rebellion

is District 13, an underground,
multi-layered structure. This fittingly provides the movie with
a dark setting, darker than the
previous two installments of the
franchise.
Where this movie found most
of its success is in the acting. Yet
again, Lawrence provided a strong
lead role as the fierce, resilient
Katniss Everdeen. The late Philip
Seymour Hoffman delivered as
Plutarch Heavevnsbee, the energetic proponent of the rebellion,
working with Katniss to send messages of revolution to the Capitol.
It was refreshing to see Jeffrey
Wright receive more screen time
as he reprised his role as Beetee,
the genius who contributes to the
rebellion by wreaking havoc on
the technology system of the Capitol. Woody Harrelson reminded
the audience that his character
Haymitch might just be the most

entertaining person in the franchise. Donald Sutherland, who
plays President Snow, has only
become more and more exciting
to watch as the story progresses.
One of the most interesting
characters introduced into the
movie is President Coin (Julianne
Moore), president of District 13
and leader of the rebellion against
the Capitol. Moore does a great job
of creating an ambiguous character, leaving the audience to question her motives behind the rebellion.
If you’re looking for fastpaced, nonstop excitement similar to “The Hunger Games” and
“Catching Fire,” you won’t find
it in “Mockingjay Part 1.” Repetitive scenes and a slow-moving
plot kept this movie from achieving success. For the plot that they
were working with, however, the
movie was about as successful as

it could be. The odds weren’t necessarily in this movie’s favor to
begin with.
This movie was made to build
up “Mockingjay Part 2,” and it
was extremely effective in doing
that. Whether or not that buildup warranted its own movie is a
question of debate. It seems like
“Mockingjay Part 1” simply expanded on what “Catching Fire”
accomplished in the last scene of
its movie.
As far as what the future holds
for Hunger Games fans, they can
rest assured knowing that “Mockingjay Part 2,” set to be released
November 2015, is destined for
greatness. It’s often said that the
best things come to those who
wait, so here’s to waiting another
year with chins up, smiles on.
I give “The Hunger Games:
Mockingjay Part 1” 2.5 out of four
stars.

‘Into the Woods’ film features star-studded cast
MARY KATE DORR
Asst. A&E Editor
This Christmas, the timeless
fairytales from your childhood
will be brought to life on the big
screen in James Lapine’s “Into the
Woods,” featuring music by Stephen Sondheim. The film, based
on the Broadway musical, follows Cinderella, Little Red Riding
Hood, Jack and the Beanstalk and
Rapunzel as their paths converge
in a witch’s scheme to teach each
character a lesson.
The film features an all-star
cast, including Johnny Depp, Meryl Streep and Emily Blunt. “Pitch
Perfect’s” Anna Kendrick stars as
Cinderella, with co-star Chris Pine
playing the role of Prince Charming.
Both Kendrick and Pine worked
to make such readily available
roles their own. In the midst of
such an emotional and complex
film, Pine plays a two dimensional
prince who is deeply infatuated
with himself and his storybook
lifestyle.
“He’s really just a buffoon,”
Pine said. “I had a lot of fun making the prince so buffoon-ish.”
“And I had a lot of fun watching
Chris be a buffoon,” Kendrick said,
who had to delve into a deeper
mindset for her role as Cinderella.
Kendrick described Cinderella as

a modern woman who has trouble
reaching decisions because she
overthinks and overanalyzes the
events of her life. She sees this as
a tendency in modern women to
not trust their gut and wanted to
portray that in Cinderella.
“She just overthinks throughout
the entire piece until something
she really reckons with happens. It
becomes clear what is important to
her when her community is in danger,” Kendrick said. This reckoning becomes a pivotal moment in
the film in which Cinderella must
face a decision about her future as
an individual and her future with
Prince Charming, and it’s a twist
you’ll just have to see in theaters.
Director Rob Marshall wanted
to bring a modern sensibility to
the film. Kendrick and Pine were
pleased to portray updated versions of such timeless roles.
“These characters belong to the
ages, so it makes sense to update
them with every generation,” Kendrick said.
Marshall’s experience in the
theater world was a major influence in the outcome of the film.
“He recognized the importance
of having rehearsal, which really
just infused a sense of community
in the cast,” Pine said.
This vibe helped such a diverse
cast participating in multiple storylines feel as if they were all on

the same page.
“It was just a great feeling to
have throughout filming,” Pine
said.
“Into the Woods” is unique in
that it will reach both adult and
child audiences. The film infuses
the excitement of the fairytales
loved by children with the harsher
lessons that adults have taught to
their children, and that kids take
these lessons to heart.
“We have to understand they are
listening to us and it’s our responsibility to prepare them for the reality of the world, which is really
what the second half of the film is
about,” Kendrick said.
Both Pine and Kendrick agreed
one of the greatest challenges of
the film was adapting to the Sondheim music after both having experience in more current genres.
However, they had fun learning
the ins and outs of this new style
and were glad to be supported by
such a talented cast.
“It was petrifying and exciting,”
Kendrick said, who diverged from
the standard Billboard Top 100 of
her “Pitch Perfect” role for both a
classic and challenging piece. Both
actors agreed that while difficult,
the experience was rewarding and
fulfilling.
“It’s honestly been a dream
come true,” Kendrick said.

Anna Kendrick stars as Cinderella in “Into the Woods,” in theatres Christmas Day. It is rated PG.
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Rock band Bobaflex to perform in Dayton
ERIN CALLAHAN
Chief A&E Writer

In 1998, Bobaflex was just your
typical garage band in a small
West Virginia town. What stands
out about this group of rockers is
its extensive 16-year career, 13 of
which have been spent on the road,
as well as the fact that four of the
five members have been there
from the start.
When they were kids, the band
was inspired by Guns N’ Roses on
TV, practiced six to eight hours a
day and knew they wanted more
out of life than what their small
football town could offer.
Bobaflex stars Marty and Shaun
McCoy on guitar and vocals, Dave
Tipple on guitar, Tommy Johnson
on drums and Jymmy Tolland on
bass and vocals.
Marty McCoy described Bobaflex as “true-blue rock ’n’ roll.”
They’re used to playing in front
of 20,000 to 30,000 people at concerts or music festivals, but on
Friday, the band will rock out at
Oddbody’s Music Room in Dayton.
Dayton is only one stop on their
2014 tour, which has averaged
about 150 shows to promote the
band’s sixth studio album, “Charlatan’s Web,” and they’re showing
no plans of slowing down.
“We’re a well-oiled machine,”
McCoy said. “We’ve been touring

for six months straight and we’re
not missing a beat. This is the best
sound we’ve ever had, more amped
up and high energy.”
McCoy credited the success of
their new album and recent shows
to the band’s longevity.
“Since we’ve been around for
so long, we’re not fighting to stay
alive anymore, and we were really
able to take our time on this album,” he said. “Our strong suit is
live performance, so we thought,
‘Let’s try and make this album
sound live.’ It’s just two guitars,
bass, drums and three singers.
It’s really instrumental, and definitely bigger, brighter and better
than our last album. It’s exactly
what we wanted.”
It seems to be exactly what
the audience wants, too. Though
they aim to represent the hardworking, blue-collar folks who
want to blow off some steam on
the weekend, McCoy joked that
he still gets excited when teenagers show up, thinking, “Yes! We’re
still relevant!”
Fans of their ’80s-style rock
span multiple generations, from
13-year-olds to 50-year-olds, he
said.
The influences that have made
Bobaflex what it is today are deeply rooted. The band members listen to just about everything, McCoy said, and much of it is what

PROFILE
KATY HOEPER
Staff Writer

West Virginia-based rock band Bobaflex will play at Oddbody’s Music Room Friday. Photo courtesy of New Ocean Media.

their parents raised them on. As
far as what they write and play
themselves, they take a personal
approach.
“Our inspiration now, and for
the last seven years or so has come
from actual experiences that have
happened to the band or our close
friends,” he said. “We create melodies you want to sing back. They
aren’t too heavy or too light.”
Despite a passion for the music,

13 years of touring could sound
trying to some musicians. Bobaflex is an exception.
“Touring is the dream. It’s
camping and playing rock music
all in one trip,” McCoy said. “It’s
like a drug. We may do a radio
show in the morning, and then
eat lunch on the road. Next up after arriving at the venue is sound
check, meet and greets, dinner and
finally we get the adrenaline rush

of performing – what we’ve been
working for all day.”
Looking forward, McCoy said he
hopes to eventually be “the biggest
band in the world, with their own
jet planes and playing in stadiums
– like any other band hopes to do.”
Bobaflex will perform at Oddbody’s Music Room Friday, Dec.
5, at 7 p.m. For more information,
visit theofficialbobaflex.com.

DJ creates song based on experience in Dayton
KATIE CHRISTOFF
A&E Editor

Last year, DJ Marc Freccero
quit his job at a major accounting
firm to travel the country and pursue his true passion: music.
“I graduated college with a degree in accounting, got a job with
one of the biggest accounting
firms in the world, worked there
for two months and hated my life,”
he said. “I realized that life’s too
short, and I needed to do something different and radical.”
On a whim, he decided to visit
10 cities in 10 months, live out of
his car and produce a song reflecting each city after spending some
time there. Freccero deemed this
journey the Light Nearby Project.
“I wanted to inspire others to
pursue what they love, so I decided
to lead by example,” Freccero said.
During the end of his journey,
Freccero spent a month in Day-

“The people in Dayton and Columbus were
the best people I met around the country.”
ton and Columbus, Ohio, both of
which ended up being his favorite
places.
“The people in Dayton and Columbus were the best people I met
around the country. I’m not even
joking,” Freccero said. “They were
just more straightforward about
things and very honest.”
During the month he spent in
Ohio, Freccero spent some time at
the University of Dayton.
“My first weekend here was my
birthday weekend, and we went
to this bar called Tim’s,” he said.

He ended up talking with some
students there who asked him to
play at their house in the student
neighborhood the following night.
“That’s pretty much what I’ve
been doing,” Freccero said. “I’ve
had so many random encounters
that have turned out to be positive.”
The positive energy and friendly nature of the people he met here
inspired a song that is a combination of upbeat and chill, he said.
“The vibe I got was very interesting,” Freccero said. “The song I

MARK FRECCERO

DJ, creator of the Light Nearby Project

produced in Dayton and Columbus
is trap, kind of like ‘Harlem Shake’
but slowed down.”
“I made a chill hip-hop song
that’s still upbeat to reflect the people in Dayton,” he said. “They’re
laidback but still rage, and the
song reflects that duality.” He said
it would also encapsulate the college environment in Dayton.
Freccero began his tour in his

hometown of Boston then travelled to Miami; Austin, Texas; Las
Vegas; Boulder, Colorado; San
Francisco; Portland, Oregon and
Chicago, before heading to Columbus. He left Columbus for New
York City, where he just ended his
tour.
Freccero’s Light Nearby Project
inspired a blog and YouTube channel, which allowed him to combine
his passions of music, writing and
inspiring others. These outlets
also helped him gain enough notoriety to begin booking gigs regularly and make a living from being
a DJ. He plans to release the full album with all the songs he created
on his tour March 3, the one-year
anniversary of when he began.
For more information on the
Light Nearby Project or to listen to
Freccero’s mixes, visit lightnearby.
com.
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FN: What’s your favorite spot at
UD?
John Klingler: Mario’s is the toilet.
Mario LoVerde: Specifically the toilet
in the sky, on the seventh floor of the
library.
Carmen DiCillo: Or his red truck. If
you see anyone riding around in a red
truck, it’s him.
Chris Bendel: I really like Baujan Field.
ML: Another one is The Wedge. It’s
a house full of dummies. Put that in
there. And make sure to quote me on it.
Sterling Yates: The back bar [at Tim’s]
when it’s open. Or the tree house with
DJ Snowman.
ML: Oh wait, in quotes, “That stupid
fountain by Marycrest.”
SY: There’s actually a cool cemetery
there.
ML: Yeah, people are dying to get in
there.
JK: Don’t put that in there.
ML: Probably the volleyball court on
Kiefaber that they ripped down for no
reason.
CD: The Blend in the library is pretty
tight.
SY: Marianist dining hall in Barrett.
CD: Sterling is interning there and going into the seminary after.
FN: If you had a pet, what would
it be?
CB: Well, we almost got four ducks last
year.
ML: They were only $19.99, but the diapers for them were really expensive. So
it just wasn’t economically efficient.
SY: And they were going to quack all
night.
ML: I’d have an armadillo if I could.
Tommy Behr: A Flemmish rabbit. Because they are big.
FN: Care to share your most embarrassing moment at UD?
ML: I fell asleep on our front porch the
day before my 21st birthday. I woke
up at 6 a.m. to people kicking me in
the ribs. I’ve also fallen asleep on this
porch between the hours of 2 a.m. and 6
a.m. no less than four times. Also, Carmen got cheated on by his ex-girlfriend.
Frequently. Wait, if this is online, can
you post links to videos?
CD: I found another girlfriend, and she
treats me right.
SY: Yeah, if I had to say my most embarrassing story, I would definitely

The Men of
23 Evanston

say when Carmen got cheated on by
his girlfriend.
FN: What’s your house song?
ML: Snake Farm.
CB: Sterling found this song.
JK: I’m not really happy it’s our song…
CB: Well, you can’t choose a song; it
chooses you.
FN: Give everyone in your house a
superlative.
SY: Oh we have them! We already came
up with them! Mario, you’ve got these,
right?
ML: Sterling is Most Likely to be Legally Blind by 25. Chris is Most Likely
to Wear Pleated Slacks every day of
his life. Carmen is Most Likely to Get
Cheated on by his Girlfriend. And John
is Most Likely to Micro-manage himself to Death.
CD: John needs like two planners. His
life is in his planner. Everything. Haircut, cleaning his desk. I guarantee it
says what time he needs to drink water in there.
SY: Tommy is Most Likely to be a Serial
Killer. (High-pitched voice) “Dandy”..
CB: He literally can’t match colors. If
you see a guy walking around wearing
shirts and pants that are the same colors… It’s Tommy.
JK: Mario is Most Likely to be on
Hoarders.
CD: And Most Likely to Let his Food
go Bad.
FN: If your house came with a
warning label, what would it say?
JK: We need to carefully craft this
one… Warning: Tommy Lives Here.
ML: Warning: Tables not Welcome.
CB: We have already gone through two
tables. By the time we get a new table,
it is completely destroyed by the next
weekend.
ML: Here’s another one. Warning:
Freshmen Grind Parties. On weekends, there are always like 300 freshmen here. But no beer. We don’t give
them any beer.
CD: By the time we are heading out to
the bars, our house is just packed with
freshmen.
CB: It’s actually scary. I hope we
weren’t like that.
FN: What do you like least?
CD: Sterling, I hate your terrible written communication skills. You’re very
unclear. And nothing that you ever say
makes any sense at all.

Left to right Tommy Behr, Carmen Dicillo, Mario LoVerde, John Klingler, Chris Bendel and Sterling Yates are all lucky enough to live with the sports editor of Flyer News. Photo courtesy of Carmen Dicillo.
SY: Well, Carmen, you’re tacky and
umm….
ML: Here come those great communication skills…
SY: You’re tacky! No wonder no girls
wanted to go to his high school…
ML: Well I hate that Chris never updates his phone.
CB: (holding iPhone) Yeah, I don’t trust
Apple. At least I’m not like Sterling. He
likes Tinder.
SY: No I’m not that into it anymore, I
swear.
JK: Mario is in a long-term relationship with a… a nice girl. We will leave
it at that.
SY: Can you tell her happy belated
birthday from us?
FN: Do you have any house traditions?
SY: “Shark Tank,” on rerun. We are
big Barbara fans. And Mark Cuban.
But we don’t watch the new season.
No, more like season two, episode 36.
CB: All of us sneak John’s food. And
he sometimes thinks he’s nice giving us
food, but really, we have all been taking
it all year.
JK: Yeah, well, I have a tradition of
my own. After about three months of
school, I check the labels of Mario’s
food, and there are always some from
before school even started. So I throw
them away.
SY: Oh and another tradition is don’t

touch the natural wood because our
landlords are very picky about it.
TB: Mario not lifting up the toilet seat is
another tradition. And guys nights minus John. And Scrabble on Tuesdays at
10 p.m. with “Shark Tank.”
FN: If you guys were visiting for
your 10-year reunion, what would
you all be up to?
CB: Mario would still be playing with
power tools.
ML: I don’t know, man, I’m just living
the life fast and easy.
CD: Sterling will definitely be jobless
and blind, because of his lack of written communication.
ML: Tommy won’t be here because
he’s at Area 51, and John’s going to
be married with five daughters.
CD: John is going to be a stay-athome dad planning his daughter’s
lives out on papers.
SY: Carmen’s going to be on his
fourth wife who just cheated on
him.
ML: Christopher is going to be the
absolute biggest corporate pawn.
“Hey Bendel, can you come in Saturday?” and he’ll be like “Yeah,
OK!” thinking he’ll move up, but
he never will.
JK: Still writing articles that no
one reads. Covering high school
football, with like two people as the
audience.

SY: Yeah, in Waco, Texas.
FN: Who do you want to perform
in Daytona?
JK: Nickelback.
CB: Nick Jonas. And Colbie Caillat.
ML: I’d say The Beatles.
JK: Dig them up then. Don’t tell me
it can’t be done, because it can be
done.
TB: Maroon 5.
JK: And he is being 100 percent serious.
ML: All I have to say anymore is…
I hate John.
FN: What advice do you want to
give underclassmen?
SY: Don’t stop in 23 Evanston.
CD: Work your little butt off and
it’ll pay off. Life’s what you make it.
CB: Make a product and try to appear on Shark Tank.
SY: Don’t mess around with girls
that wear Jesus Cruisers or Tevas.
SY: Do not catch Ebola. No Ebola,
no Jesus Cruisers. They go handin-hand, I think, right?
ML: Remember one fish, two fish,
red fish, blue fish.
TB: Don’t trust a turtle with a lead
foot. And find housing for junior
and senior year immediately.
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Rock band Bobaflex to perform in Dayton
ERIN CALLAHAN
Chief A&E Writer

In 1998, Bobaflex was just your
typical garage band in a small
West Virginia town. What stands
out about this group of rockers is
its extensive 16-year career, 13 of
which have been spent on the road,
as well as the fact that four of the
five members have been there
from the start.
When they were kids, the band
was inspired by Guns N’ Roses on
TV, practiced six to eight hours a
day and knew they wanted more
out of life than what their small
football town could offer.
Bobaflex stars Marty and Shaun
McCoy on guitar and vocals, Dave
Tipple on guitar, Tommy Johnson
on drums and Jymmy Tolland on
bass and vocals.
Marty McCoy described Bobaflex as “true-blue rock ’n’ roll.”
They’re used to playing in front
of 20,000 to 30,000 people at concerts or music festivals, but on
Friday, the band will rock out at
Oddbody’s Music Room in Dayton.
Dayton is only one stop on their
2014 tour, which has averaged
about 150 shows to promote the
band’s sixth studio album, “Charlatan’s Web,” and they’re showing
no plans of slowing down.
“We’re a well-oiled machine,”
McCoy said. “We’ve been touring

for six months straight and we’re
not missing a beat. This is the best
sound we’ve ever had, more amped
up and high energy.”
McCoy credited the success of
their new album and recent shows
to the band’s longevity.
“Since we’ve been around for
so long, we’re not fighting to stay
alive anymore, and we were really
able to take our time on this album,” he said. “Our strong suit is
live performance, so we thought,
‘Let’s try and make this album
sound live.’ It’s just two guitars,
bass, drums and three singers.
It’s really instrumental, and definitely bigger, brighter and better
than our last album. It’s exactly
what we wanted.”
It seems to be exactly what
the audience wants, too. Though
they aim to represent the hardworking, blue-collar folks who
want to blow off some steam on
the weekend, McCoy joked that
he still gets excited when teenagers show up, thinking, “Yes! We’re
still relevant!”
Fans of their ’80s-style rock
span multiple generations, from
13-year-olds to 50-year-olds, he
said.
The influences that have made
Bobaflex what it is today are deeply rooted. The band members listen to just about everything, McCoy said, and much of it is what

PROFILE
KATY HOEPER
Staff Writer

West Virginia-based rock band Bobaflex will play at Oddbody’s Music Room Friday. Photo courtesy of New Ocean Media.

their parents raised them on. As
far as what they write and play
themselves, they take a personal
approach.
“Our inspiration now, and for
the last seven years or so has come
from actual experiences that have
happened to the band or our close
friends,” he said. “We create melodies you want to sing back. They
aren’t too heavy or too light.”
Despite a passion for the music,

13 years of touring could sound
trying to some musicians. Bobaflex is an exception.
“Touring is the dream. It’s
camping and playing rock music
all in one trip,” McCoy said. “It’s
like a drug. We may do a radio
show in the morning, and then
eat lunch on the road. Next up after arriving at the venue is sound
check, meet and greets, dinner and
finally we get the adrenaline rush

of performing – what we’ve been
working for all day.”
Looking forward, McCoy said he
hopes to eventually be “the biggest
band in the world, with their own
jet planes and playing in stadiums
– like any other band hopes to do.”
Bobaflex will perform at Oddbody’s Music Room Friday, Dec.
5, at 7 p.m. For more information,
visit theofficialbobaflex.com.

DJ creates song based on experience in Dayton
KATIE CHRISTOFF
A&E Editor

Last year, DJ Marc Freccero
quit his job at a major accounting
firm to travel the country and pursue his true passion: music.
“I graduated college with a degree in accounting, got a job with
one of the biggest accounting
firms in the world, worked there
for two months and hated my life,”
he said. “I realized that life’s too
short, and I needed to do something different and radical.”
On a whim, he decided to visit
10 cities in 10 months, live out of
his car and produce a song reflecting each city after spending some
time there. Freccero deemed this
journey the Light Nearby Project.
“I wanted to inspire others to
pursue what they love, so I decided
to lead by example,” Freccero said.
During the end of his journey,
Freccero spent a month in Day-

“The people in Dayton and Columbus were
the best people I met around the country.”
ton and Columbus, Ohio, both of
which ended up being his favorite
places.
“The people in Dayton and Columbus were the best people I met
around the country. I’m not even
joking,” Freccero said. “They were
just more straightforward about
things and very honest.”
During the month he spent in
Ohio, Freccero spent some time at
the University of Dayton.
“My first weekend here was my
birthday weekend, and we went
to this bar called Tim’s,” he said.

He ended up talking with some
students there who asked him to
play at their house in the student
neighborhood the following night.
“That’s pretty much what I’ve
been doing,” Freccero said. “I’ve
had so many random encounters
that have turned out to be positive.”
The positive energy and friendly nature of the people he met here
inspired a song that is a combination of upbeat and chill, he said.
“The vibe I got was very interesting,” Freccero said. “The song I

MARK FRECCERO

DJ, creator of the Light Nearby Project

produced in Dayton and Columbus
is trap, kind of like ‘Harlem Shake’
but slowed down.”
“I made a chill hip-hop song
that’s still upbeat to reflect the people in Dayton,” he said. “They’re
laidback but still rage, and the
song reflects that duality.” He said
it would also encapsulate the college environment in Dayton.
Freccero began his tour in his

hometown of Boston then travelled to Miami; Austin, Texas; Las
Vegas; Boulder, Colorado; San
Francisco; Portland, Oregon and
Chicago, before heading to Columbus. He left Columbus for New
York City, where he just ended his
tour.
Freccero’s Light Nearby Project
inspired a blog and YouTube channel, which allowed him to combine
his passions of music, writing and
inspiring others. These outlets
also helped him gain enough notoriety to begin booking gigs regularly and make a living from being
a DJ. He plans to release the full album with all the songs he created
on his tour March 3, the one-year
anniversary of when he began.
For more information on the
Light Nearby Project or to listen to
Freccero’s mixes, visit lightnearby.
com.
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FN: What’s your favorite spot at
UD?
John Klingler: Mario’s is the toilet.
Mario LoVerde: Specifically the toilet
in the sky, on the seventh floor of the
library.
Carmen DiCillo: Or his red truck. If
you see anyone riding around in a red
truck, it’s him.
Chris Bendel: I really like Baujan Field.
ML: Another one is The Wedge. It’s
a house full of dummies. Put that in
there. And make sure to quote me on it.
Sterling Yates: The back bar [at Tim’s]
when it’s open. Or the tree house with
DJ Snowman.
ML: Oh wait, in quotes, “That stupid
fountain by Marycrest.”
SY: There’s actually a cool cemetery
there.
ML: Yeah, people are dying to get in
there.
JK: Don’t put that in there.
ML: Probably the volleyball court on
Kiefaber that they ripped down for no
reason.
CD: The Blend in the library is pretty
tight.
SY: Marianist dining hall in Barrett.
CD: Sterling is interning there and going into the seminary after.
FN: If you had a pet, what would
it be?
CB: Well, we almost got four ducks last
year.
ML: They were only $19.99, but the diapers for them were really expensive. So
it just wasn’t economically efficient.
SY: And they were going to quack all
night.
ML: I’d have an armadillo if I could.
Tommy Behr: A Flemmish rabbit. Because they are big.
FN: Care to share your most embarrassing moment at UD?
ML: I fell asleep on our front porch the
day before my 21st birthday. I woke
up at 6 a.m. to people kicking me in
the ribs. I’ve also fallen asleep on this
porch between the hours of 2 a.m. and 6
a.m. no less than four times. Also, Carmen got cheated on by his ex-girlfriend.
Frequently. Wait, if this is online, can
you post links to videos?
CD: I found another girlfriend, and she
treats me right.
SY: Yeah, if I had to say my most embarrassing story, I would definitely

The Men of
23 Evanston

say when Carmen got cheated on by
his girlfriend.
FN: What’s your house song?
ML: Snake Farm.
CB: Sterling found this song.
JK: I’m not really happy it’s our song…
CB: Well, you can’t choose a song; it
chooses you.
FN: Give everyone in your house a
superlative.
SY: Oh we have them! We already came
up with them! Mario, you’ve got these,
right?
ML: Sterling is Most Likely to be Legally Blind by 25. Chris is Most Likely
to Wear Pleated Slacks every day of
his life. Carmen is Most Likely to Get
Cheated on by his Girlfriend. And John
is Most Likely to Micro-manage himself to Death.
CD: John needs like two planners. His
life is in his planner. Everything. Haircut, cleaning his desk. I guarantee it
says what time he needs to drink water in there.
SY: Tommy is Most Likely to be a Serial
Killer. (High-pitched voice) “Dandy”..
CB: He literally can’t match colors. If
you see a guy walking around wearing
shirts and pants that are the same colors… It’s Tommy.
JK: Mario is Most Likely to be on
Hoarders.
CD: And Most Likely to Let his Food
go Bad.
FN: If your house came with a
warning label, what would it say?
JK: We need to carefully craft this
one… Warning: Tommy Lives Here.
ML: Warning: Tables not Welcome.
CB: We have already gone through two
tables. By the time we get a new table,
it is completely destroyed by the next
weekend.
ML: Here’s another one. Warning:
Freshmen Grind Parties. On weekends, there are always like 300 freshmen here. But no beer. We don’t give
them any beer.
CD: By the time we are heading out to
the bars, our house is just packed with
freshmen.
CB: It’s actually scary. I hope we
weren’t like that.
FN: What do you like least?
CD: Sterling, I hate your terrible written communication skills. You’re very
unclear. And nothing that you ever say
makes any sense at all.

Left to right Tommy Behr, Carmen Dicillo, Mario LoVerde, John Klingler, Chris Bendel and Sterling Yates are all lucky enough to live with the sports editor of Flyer News. Photo courtesy of Carmen Dicillo.
SY: Well, Carmen, you’re tacky and
umm….
ML: Here come those great communication skills…
SY: You’re tacky! No wonder no girls
wanted to go to his high school…
ML: Well I hate that Chris never updates his phone.
CB: (holding iPhone) Yeah, I don’t trust
Apple. At least I’m not like Sterling. He
likes Tinder.
SY: No I’m not that into it anymore, I
swear.
JK: Mario is in a long-term relationship with a… a nice girl. We will leave
it at that.
SY: Can you tell her happy belated
birthday from us?
FN: Do you have any house traditions?
SY: “Shark Tank,” on rerun. We are
big Barbara fans. And Mark Cuban.
But we don’t watch the new season.
No, more like season two, episode 36.
CB: All of us sneak John’s food. And
he sometimes thinks he’s nice giving us
food, but really, we have all been taking
it all year.
JK: Yeah, well, I have a tradition of
my own. After about three months of
school, I check the labels of Mario’s
food, and there are always some from
before school even started. So I throw
them away.
SY: Oh and another tradition is don’t

touch the natural wood because our
landlords are very picky about it.
TB: Mario not lifting up the toilet seat is
another tradition. And guys nights minus John. And Scrabble on Tuesdays at
10 p.m. with “Shark Tank.”
FN: If you guys were visiting for
your 10-year reunion, what would
you all be up to?
CB: Mario would still be playing with
power tools.
ML: I don’t know, man, I’m just living
the life fast and easy.
CD: Sterling will definitely be jobless
and blind, because of his lack of written communication.
ML: Tommy won’t be here because
he’s at Area 51, and John’s going to
be married with five daughters.
CD: John is going to be a stay-athome dad planning his daughter’s
lives out on papers.
SY: Carmen’s going to be on his
fourth wife who just cheated on
him.
ML: Christopher is going to be the
absolute biggest corporate pawn.
“Hey Bendel, can you come in Saturday?” and he’ll be like “Yeah,
OK!” thinking he’ll move up, but
he never will.
JK: Still writing articles that no
one reads. Covering high school
football, with like two people as the
audience.

SY: Yeah, in Waco, Texas.
FN: Who do you want to perform
in Daytona?
JK: Nickelback.
CB: Nick Jonas. And Colbie Caillat.
ML: I’d say The Beatles.
JK: Dig them up then. Don’t tell me
it can’t be done, because it can be
done.
TB: Maroon 5.
JK: And he is being 100 percent serious.
ML: All I have to say anymore is…
I hate John.
FN: What advice do you want to
give underclassmen?
SY: Don’t stop in 23 Evanston.
CD: Work your little butt off and
it’ll pay off. Life’s what you make it.
CB: Make a product and try to appear on Shark Tank.
SY: Don’t mess around with girls
that wear Jesus Cruisers or Tevas.
SY: Do not catch Ebola. No Ebola,
no Jesus Cruisers. They go handin-hand, I think, right?
ML: Remember one fish, two fish,
red fish, blue fish.
TB: Don’t trust a turtle with a lead
foot. And find housing for junior
and senior year immediately.
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Protests in Ferguson spark debate

EARPLUGS:

DON’T TUNE OUT YOUR FELLOW CITIZENS

We’re tired of hearing that you’re tired of hearing about Ferguson.
Last week, the grand jury’s decision not to indict former officer Darren
Wilson in the shooting death of Michael Brown unleashed a fury across
America. Protesters took to the streets, to the airwaves and to social media to voice their opinions on the case and on the state of race in America.
Much of the media, and many of our community members, have focused their attention on the riots that followed the decision, ignoring the
peaceful, sober dialogue of cooler heads. When critics have addressed
these arguments, they have often countered them with the insistence that
the protesters are the ones making race an issue in the conversation.
They suggest that, if only we could ignore the racial component of the
story, it would go away, and thus we could achieve a more equal society.
Regardless of the soundness of that argument, the fact that many in
this nation don’t want to talk about Ferguson is telling. It exposes the
deeper problem that despite an outburst of emotion on behalf of protesters and sympathizers, who believe that there is a grievous injustice
against the black community occurring in Ferguson and in cities like it
across the country, there is a large portion of the population that just
doesn’t give a damn.
While violence and rioting certainly will not move the discussion forward, the peaceful protesters deserve to be heard. With such extreme
emotion surrounding this issue, we should all pay them some respect
and listen to what they have to say. America was founded as a nation of
people who were fed up with being mistreated by their governments. It
was founded by people who wanted to freely express their beliefs without
being harmed for them.
The protestors in Ferguson are Americans, too. Shouting at them to
quite down shows a lack of compassion for members of our national community who are clearly hurting. At a time of such deep division, compassion is the last thing we should lose.
Stop wishing Ferguson would go away. Quite frankly, it’s not going to.
Take out your earplugs and listen to what your neighbors have to say.

E VA N S H AU B
Opinions Editor
There’s no doubt that the
most controversial topic in
the United States of America
right now can be found with
the protests occurring in Ferguson, Missouri and around
the country.
As most people know by now,
the protests started after Ferguson policeman Darren Wilson shot and killed 18-year-old
Mike Brown while on duty.
The details of what really
happened that night can be
debated, but the effects of the
protests cannot.
All over the world, people of
all races have started to protest.
These gatherings span from
San Francisco to London and
beyond, and they don’t appear
to be stopping anytime soon.
What the protestors are calling
for is not that complex: they

want the police, whose salaries
are funded by the taxpayers, to
stop shooting and killing the
citizens they have a sworn duty
to protect.
The most unfortunate part
of the whole Ferguson debate
is that it has turned into a race
issue when it shouldn’t be. All
lives matter.
It doesn’t matter if you’re
black, white or purple - you’re
life matters and has value.
That’s the main idea that
should be taken from the Ferguson protests, but the reality
is that it’s not.
This is an issue that has become almost as polarizing to
the American public as political elections themselves.
On one side of the coin you
have people angry that Darren Wilson wasn’t indicted
and given a true trial by a jury
of his peers, and on the other
side you have people angry
that protestors are looting and
rioting.
Whether you agree with the
protests are not, they have succeeded in getting our attention
on the issue.
The media has also played a
role in perpetuating the pro-

tests by giving them a good
amount of coverage.
At the heart of this issue is
the basic principle of constitutional rights.
The family of Mike Brown
would like to see Wilson indicted and stand trial.
Wilson would also argue for
his constitutional rights, stating that he felt the need to defend himself.
The bad part about these
protests is that they’ve grown
to affect local people in a negative way who might not have
ever known Brown or Wilson.
People have had their entire
livelihoods ruined by others
who made careless decisions.
All throughout Ferguson, people have seen their small businesses looted and burned down
to the ground.
It might not be fair that Darren Wilson wasn’t indicted,
but it’s also not fair to burn
someone’s business down who
has done nothing to deserve it.
That’s the issue at play in Ferguson right now.
None of us can know what’s
going to happen next, but we
can hope for one thing – the
safety of everybody involved.

What are your thoughts on the situation in Ferguson?

“I think it’s being blown out of proportion.”

“Regardless of the verdict, I think the
situation has gotten out of hand.”

“Just watching footage, it was shocking to
see how people reacted.”

“I don’t know enough about it.”

“I think our leaders in Washington need
to step up and control the situation.”
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Ferguson will be remembered in a negative light

—Martin Luther King, Jr.
U.S. civil rights activist, 1929–1968
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CHRIS ZIMMER
Columnist, Junior
Initially, I quite frankly didn’t
care when I heard 18-year-old Michael Brown was shot by police officer Darren Wilson on Aug. 9, 2014.
That sounds terrible, I know.
Yes, it was a sad story to read online and follow on TV, but I’m not
a resident of the St. Louis suburb
of Ferguson, Missouri, and I didn’t
know Mike Brown.
The evidence was clear.
Even though Brown was described as a “gentle giant” who
“didn’t cause trouble” by his teachers at Normandy High School, there
is video evidence of him physically
assaulting a convenience store clerk

and stealing a box of cigarillos.
Needless to say, the details of
what happened next – the confrontation between Officer Wilson and
Brown – are sketchy. Wilson claims
Brown prevented him from exiting
his police cruiser. He told the grand
jury and “Good Morning America”
he “felt like a five-year-old” going up
against “Hulk Hogan.”
If only police officers were required to wear vest cams like the
UD police officers, and thousands of
other departments across the country, we might know what happened.
Wilson fired 12 bullets at Brown,
two of which were from the police
car.
Six hit Brown in his chest and
head, according to the postmortem
examination report conducted by the
St. Louis County Medical Examiner.
Witnesses say Brown put his hands
up and screamed, “I don’t have a gun.
Stop shooting!” but Wilson assured
the American public Brown charged
at him like a caged bull.
Either way, one man is in the af-

“We’re protected under the Constitution to assemble,
but what good is it it to put lives at risk?”
terlife while the other resigned from
his job and is receiving death threats.
This tragic incident has no doubt
racially divided our country.
According to CNN, 54 percent of
non-white Americans believe Wilson
should be not be charged with murder, and 38 percent of whites say he
shouldn’t be charged with any crime
at all. Racially biased?
Possibly.
At the end of the day, it was Wilson’s word against other community
members. By default, he has more
credibility, which many questioned
given the historical segregation between Ferguson citizens and police
officers. If anything, this case has
made us feel as if we’re living in the

Black Friday opposes Thanksgiving values

STEVEN GOODMAN
Asst. Opinions Editor
Another Black Friday has come
and gone. A day of massive sales
and camping out before a store
opens or, as a meme I saw put it,
a day we go and spend a lot of
money on new merchandise right
after saying how thankful we are
for what we already have.
I’ve never seen Black Friday
as a massively crowded, panicinducing shopping day, but, then
again I’ve also never camped out
at a store to be the first one inside.
I’d much rather wait until the
enormous crowds are gone and get
whatever is left.
What I’ve never understood is
how Black Friday has slowly crept
into the late hours of Thanksgiving over the past couple years.
Stores slowly made their way from
opening at midnight to 10 p.m., 9
p.m., 7 p.m. and even earlier to the
point where there’s just enough

time to eat as much food as possible before running to the nearest
shopping mall.
Soon, we’ll be having Thanksgiving dinner in line waiting for
the doors to open.
At least this year a decent number of stores rolled forward their
times to open on Friday rather
than before.
Although midnight is still fairly
close to Thanksgiving it doesn’t
turn the holiday into an eat-andrun affair.
Many of the stores that chose to
stay closed the entire holiday cited
caring about their employees as
their reason.
This should always be their motto, and it shouldn’t take a few years
of opening stores on Thanksgiving
to rediscover these words.
My favorite was Patagonia that,
when asked if it would be closed
on Thanksgiving, responded with
“It’s a holiday, we’re closed!”
Shouldn’t that always be the case,
though? Apparently not since a
Google search doesn’t pull up multiple lists of stores closed on the
holiday.
Other stores, like Radioshack,
decided the opposite of Patagonia,
apparently.
A Radioshack memo said the

store missed out on a lot of opportunities by being closed on
Thanksgiving and, imagined it
would be a good idea to stay open
the entire holiday.
Thanksgiving’s always been a
day of being thankful for what we
have; it’s even in the name itself.
Just because someone works for
a retail store doesn’t mean they
should have less time with their
families just so the company can
make some extra money.
With stores constantly opening earlier and earlier, it seems
that Black Friday will roll into
Black Thursday or possibly even
into Black Wednesday, and, then,
who knows if the earlier hours
would stop?
If a store absolutely has to stay
open longer for Black Friday deals,
why not go through the weekend?
It seems to me that would be the
better solution.
After all, you can shop just
about every other day of the year,
but Thanksgiving only comes once.

1950s again, and racial tensions are
still alive and real.
Even though I initially felt detached from the story, I saw its effects first hand Tuesday, Nov. 25 - one
day after the grand jury decided not
to indict Wilson on murder charges.
As I was driving back from Cincinnati with my older brother, we saw
the protests spill over on to I-75.
This was just one of the 21 riots
that night organized by the Rev. Al
Sharpton and the National Action
Network.
Yes, we’re protected under the
Constitution to assemble, but what
good is it to put lives at risk?
Fifty years down the road the
city of Ferguson is going to be re-

CHRIS ZIMMER
Columnist
membered as a site of looting and
protests.
While yes, these events have made
people question racial divides between police officers and communities, they have to remember Wilson
hasn’t been indicted, and Michael
Brown isn’t going to resurrect from
the dead.
Everything besides that is just
good commentary for cable news.
The whole situation is terrible,
but maybe the best way to change
the system is to become a part of it,
not oppose it.
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“Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do that.
Hate cannot drive out hate. Only love can do that.”

Wednesday, Dec. 3, 2014

Protests in Ferguson spark debate

EARPLUGS:

DON’T TUNE OUT YOUR FELLOW CITIZENS

We’re tired of hearing that you’re tired of hearing about Ferguson.
Last week, the grand jury’s decision not to indict former officer Darren
Wilson in the shooting death of Michael Brown unleashed a fury across
America. Protesters took to the streets, to the airwaves and to social media to voice their opinions on the case and on the state of race in America.
Much of the media, and many of our community members, have focused their attention on the riots that followed the decision, ignoring the
peaceful, sober dialogue of cooler heads. When critics have addressed
these arguments, they have often countered them with the insistence that
the protesters are the ones making race an issue in the conversation.
They suggest that, if only we could ignore the racial component of the
story, it would go away, and thus we could achieve a more equal society.
Regardless of the soundness of that argument, the fact that many in
this nation don’t want to talk about Ferguson is telling. It exposes the
deeper problem that despite an outburst of emotion on behalf of protesters and sympathizers, who believe that there is a grievous injustice
against the black community occurring in Ferguson and in cities like it
across the country, there is a large portion of the population that just
doesn’t give a damn.
While violence and rioting certainly will not move the discussion forward, the peaceful protesters deserve to be heard. With such extreme
emotion surrounding this issue, we should all pay them some respect
and listen to what they have to say. America was founded as a nation of
people who were fed up with being mistreated by their governments. It
was founded by people who wanted to freely express their beliefs without
being harmed for them.
The protestors in Ferguson are Americans, too. Shouting at them to
quite down shows a lack of compassion for members of our national community who are clearly hurting. At a time of such deep division, compassion is the last thing we should lose.
Stop wishing Ferguson would go away. Quite frankly, it’s not going to.
Take out your earplugs and listen to what your neighbors have to say.

E VA N S H AU B
Opinions Editor
There’s no doubt that the
most controversial topic in
the United States of America
right now can be found with
the protests occurring in Ferguson, Missouri and around
the country.
As most people know by now,
the protests started after Ferguson policeman Darren Wilson shot and killed 18-year-old
Mike Brown while on duty.
The details of what really
happened that night can be
debated, but the effects of the
protests cannot.
All over the world, people of
all races have started to protest.
These gatherings span from
San Francisco to London and
beyond, and they don’t appear
to be stopping anytime soon.
What the protestors are calling
for is not that complex: they

want the police, whose salaries
are funded by the taxpayers, to
stop shooting and killing the
citizens they have a sworn duty
to protect.
The most unfortunate part
of the whole Ferguson debate
is that it has turned into a race
issue when it shouldn’t be. All
lives matter.
It doesn’t matter if you’re
black, white or purple - you’re
life matters and has value.
That’s the main idea that
should be taken from the Ferguson protests, but the reality
is that it’s not.
This is an issue that has become almost as polarizing to
the American public as political elections themselves.
On one side of the coin you
have people angry that Darren Wilson wasn’t indicted
and given a true trial by a jury
of his peers, and on the other
side you have people angry
that protestors are looting and
rioting.
Whether you agree with the
protests are not, they have succeeded in getting our attention
on the issue.
The media has also played a
role in perpetuating the pro-

tests by giving them a good
amount of coverage.
At the heart of this issue is
the basic principle of constitutional rights.
The family of Mike Brown
would like to see Wilson indicted and stand trial.
Wilson would also argue for
his constitutional rights, stating that he felt the need to defend himself.
The bad part about these
protests is that they’ve grown
to affect local people in a negative way who might not have
ever known Brown or Wilson.
People have had their entire
livelihoods ruined by others
who made careless decisions.
All throughout Ferguson, people have seen their small businesses looted and burned down
to the ground.
It might not be fair that Darren Wilson wasn’t indicted,
but it’s also not fair to burn
someone’s business down who
has done nothing to deserve it.
That’s the issue at play in Ferguson right now.
None of us can know what’s
going to happen next, but we
can hope for one thing – the
safety of everybody involved.

What are your thoughts on the situation in Ferguson?

“I think it’s being blown out of proportion.”

“Regardless of the verdict, I think the
situation has gotten out of hand.”

“Just watching footage, it was shocking to
see how people reacted.”

“I don’t know enough about it.”

“I think our leaders in Washington need
to step up and control the situation.”

BENJAMIN SCHMEUSSER
First Year
Biology

SAWYER SHUEY
Junior
Mechanical Engineering

BRADY GULLETTE
Junior
Marketing & Finance

HAMAD ALMOBAYEDH
First Year
Civil Engineering

BRIAN CRAIGHEAD
Junior
Economics & International Business
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Ferguson will be remembered in a negative light

—Martin Luther King, Jr.
U.S. civil rights activist, 1929–1968
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CHRIS ZIMMER
Columnist, Junior
Initially, I quite frankly didn’t
care when I heard 18-year-old Michael Brown was shot by police officer Darren Wilson on Aug. 9, 2014.
That sounds terrible, I know.
Yes, it was a sad story to read online and follow on TV, but I’m not
a resident of the St. Louis suburb
of Ferguson, Missouri, and I didn’t
know Mike Brown.
The evidence was clear.
Even though Brown was described as a “gentle giant” who
“didn’t cause trouble” by his teachers at Normandy High School, there
is video evidence of him physically
assaulting a convenience store clerk

and stealing a box of cigarillos.
Needless to say, the details of
what happened next – the confrontation between Officer Wilson and
Brown – are sketchy. Wilson claims
Brown prevented him from exiting
his police cruiser. He told the grand
jury and “Good Morning America”
he “felt like a five-year-old” going up
against “Hulk Hogan.”
If only police officers were required to wear vest cams like the
UD police officers, and thousands of
other departments across the country, we might know what happened.
Wilson fired 12 bullets at Brown,
two of which were from the police
car.
Six hit Brown in his chest and
head, according to the postmortem
examination report conducted by the
St. Louis County Medical Examiner.
Witnesses say Brown put his hands
up and screamed, “I don’t have a gun.
Stop shooting!” but Wilson assured
the American public Brown charged
at him like a caged bull.
Either way, one man is in the af-

“We’re protected under the Constitution to assemble,
but what good is it it to put lives at risk?”
terlife while the other resigned from
his job and is receiving death threats.
This tragic incident has no doubt
racially divided our country.
According to CNN, 54 percent of
non-white Americans believe Wilson
should be not be charged with murder, and 38 percent of whites say he
shouldn’t be charged with any crime
at all. Racially biased?
Possibly.
At the end of the day, it was Wilson’s word against other community
members. By default, he has more
credibility, which many questioned
given the historical segregation between Ferguson citizens and police
officers. If anything, this case has
made us feel as if we’re living in the

Black Friday opposes Thanksgiving values

STEVEN GOODMAN
Asst. Opinions Editor
Another Black Friday has come
and gone. A day of massive sales
and camping out before a store
opens or, as a meme I saw put it,
a day we go and spend a lot of
money on new merchandise right
after saying how thankful we are
for what we already have.
I’ve never seen Black Friday
as a massively crowded, panicinducing shopping day, but, then
again I’ve also never camped out
at a store to be the first one inside.
I’d much rather wait until the
enormous crowds are gone and get
whatever is left.
What I’ve never understood is
how Black Friday has slowly crept
into the late hours of Thanksgiving over the past couple years.
Stores slowly made their way from
opening at midnight to 10 p.m., 9
p.m., 7 p.m. and even earlier to the
point where there’s just enough

time to eat as much food as possible before running to the nearest
shopping mall.
Soon, we’ll be having Thanksgiving dinner in line waiting for
the doors to open.
At least this year a decent number of stores rolled forward their
times to open on Friday rather
than before.
Although midnight is still fairly
close to Thanksgiving it doesn’t
turn the holiday into an eat-andrun affair.
Many of the stores that chose to
stay closed the entire holiday cited
caring about their employees as
their reason.
This should always be their motto, and it shouldn’t take a few years
of opening stores on Thanksgiving
to rediscover these words.
My favorite was Patagonia that,
when asked if it would be closed
on Thanksgiving, responded with
“It’s a holiday, we’re closed!”
Shouldn’t that always be the case,
though? Apparently not since a
Google search doesn’t pull up multiple lists of stores closed on the
holiday.
Other stores, like Radioshack,
decided the opposite of Patagonia,
apparently.
A Radioshack memo said the

store missed out on a lot of opportunities by being closed on
Thanksgiving and, imagined it
would be a good idea to stay open
the entire holiday.
Thanksgiving’s always been a
day of being thankful for what we
have; it’s even in the name itself.
Just because someone works for
a retail store doesn’t mean they
should have less time with their
families just so the company can
make some extra money.
With stores constantly opening earlier and earlier, it seems
that Black Friday will roll into
Black Thursday or possibly even
into Black Wednesday, and, then,
who knows if the earlier hours
would stop?
If a store absolutely has to stay
open longer for Black Friday deals,
why not go through the weekend?
It seems to me that would be the
better solution.
After all, you can shop just
about every other day of the year,
but Thanksgiving only comes once.

1950s again, and racial tensions are
still alive and real.
Even though I initially felt detached from the story, I saw its effects first hand Tuesday, Nov. 25 - one
day after the grand jury decided not
to indict Wilson on murder charges.
As I was driving back from Cincinnati with my older brother, we saw
the protests spill over on to I-75.
This was just one of the 21 riots
that night organized by the Rev. Al
Sharpton and the National Action
Network.
Yes, we’re protected under the
Constitution to assemble, but what
good is it to put lives at risk?
Fifty years down the road the
city of Ferguson is going to be re-

CHRIS ZIMMER
Columnist
membered as a site of looting and
protests.
While yes, these events have made
people question racial divides between police officers and communities, they have to remember Wilson
hasn’t been indicted, and Michael
Brown isn’t going to resurrect from
the dead.
Everything besides that is just
good commentary for cable news.
The whole situation is terrible,
but maybe the best way to change
the system is to become a part of it,
not oppose it.
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Kardashian sets bad example of beauty standards
woman in processing Kardashian
as a media product and image: This
racial component is important because one of my central observations about Kim K is that she is
marketed to black women.
Her look is that of the exotic

augmentation has sparked a lot of
conversation. The British singer
Lorde, a self-prolaimed feminist,
recently supported the photos,
saying, “She is allowed to do what
she wants” and even said how she
would love for Kim Kardashian to

en should be allowed to be comfortable in their own sexuality. But this
woman, who rose to fame because
of a sex tape, does not deserve such
a title as strong or powerful.
Strength should be attributed to
women who are survivors, not ac-

KWYNN TOWNSEND RILEY
Columnist, Junior
What does Kim Kardashian have
in common with a 12-day-old McDonald’s cheeseburger? Both are
completely nauseating. Moreover,
her balloon of a buttock is completely outlandish. Recently, Kim
Kardashian has outdone Beyoncé
as the most-searched person on the
Bing search engine with her nude
photoshoot.
Although I am not surprised by
our obsessive butt culture, I am
shocked that this woman is still
relevant.
I agree with Sesali B., my favorite writer on Feministing, an online
blog community for young feminists, when she says, “I am aware
of my position as a young, black

“Kim’s photo shoot was nothing but a pathetic,
desperate announcement for America to give her
attention. It was not art. ”

‘other,’ which we love because we
fall for all of the women of color
who don’t have too much color.
She’s beautiful. Her body is the
centerpiece of her media image
and much of her fame is credited
to the booty behind her.”
The recent nude shoot done by
the queen of materialism and butt

be her mother, according to Glamour magazine.
Here is my opinion, as a feminist
and a black woman.
These photos are absolutely
atrocious and offensive. I support
sexual liberation and women who
find themselves accepting their
bodies. I support the fact that wom-

KWYNN TOWNSEND RILEY
Columnist

commodators, of our over-sexualized society.
The nude photo shoots done by
Keira Knightley to spotlight the

distortion of magazine covers, or
the countless celebrities who have
posed nude for the PETA organization are perfect examples of using
your body as art and as part of a
movement.
That is powerful.
In contrast, Kim’s photo shoot
was nothing but a pathetic, desperate announcement for America to
give her our attention. It was not
art, it was purely a “ta-da! Look at
me!” type of cover.
This promiscuous entrepreneur
received initial fame from her sex
tape and a failed 72-day marriage.
Now she claims she did this photoshoot as an “art project.”
Pardon me, but this woman is
hilariously feebleminded. Kim
Kardashian is quintessential to
how Americans are obsessed with
social media, materialism and appearance.
Can we just go back to the day
when beauty was something real,
not purchased?

Some Mandela actions go against university teachings
On Dec. 5, 2013, anti-apartheid leader Nelson Mandela
passed away.
On Sept. 17 of this year, the
University of Dayton held a
Culture Fest celebrating diversity on campus. The celebration included a tribute to
Mandela, South Africa’s first
black president.
Although I had to leave before the tribute due to a conflict, I probably would not have
attended the tribute because
some of Mandela’s policies
were at odds with some of the
Catholic Church’s teachings on
morality, including teachings
on abortion.
In 1996 President Mandela
signed the Choice of Termination of Pregnancy Act (CTPA),
one of the most liberal abortion laws that exists in the
world today. This law permits
abortion on demand up to the
12th week of pregnancy.

CTPA also allows abortion
between the 13th and 20th
weeks for the physical or mental health of the mother, or, in
instances of abnormalities in
the baby, rape or incest.

Previous to this law, abortion was only legal in cases of
rape, incest or grave danger to
the mother’s health.
Some of you may be surprised to read about Mandela’s

at Mandela, as with all leaders, in his entirety. Mandela
helped end one injustice in his
country and accelerated another injustice: killing the unborn. Since CTPA commenced

“Mandela helped end one injustice in his country and accelerated another injustice:
killing the unborn.”

DAVID GROSS
Columnist

Finally, the law allows for
abortions after 20 weeks if the
life of the woman or baby is in
danger.

policy on abortion. The media
has principally focused on his
positive attributes. Granted,
the philanthropist did much
good while fighting apartheid
in South Africa.
But however praiseworthy
his record is, we should look

ourpolicy
Flyer News is the student-run newspaper of the University of Dayton. It works to serve the
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in 1997, more than one million
babies have been lost to abortion in South Africa.
Mandela has received much
global praise since his death in
late 2013, including that from
Cardinal Timothy Dolan of
New York, Pope Francis and

prominent American politicians.
Understandably, UD wanted
to pay its respects to the civil
rights leader. The university
honored him for the good he
did, not the bad.
The Catholic Church, however, definitively teaches that
abortion is immoral. Given
that the University of Dayton
is a Catholic institution, the
question arises as to whether
this presentation was right for
UD.
I do not know the answer to
this question, or if there even
is a clear answer; only God
knows.
Never theless, the issue
teaches us to not forget our
values when remembering
leaders, for the good or the bad.

CORRECTION:

DAVID GROSS
Columnist

Opinions editorials can be submitted at any time to
In the Oct. 15 issue 6 of Flyer News, Katie Albertino was attributed
Opinions
Editor,editorial
Evan Shaub,
shaube1@udayton.edu
to Alexandra
Tobalin’s
piece,at“The
prevention of sexual
assault involves both men and women.”
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MEN’S BASKETBALL

Flyers begin season 4-1, face Miami (OH)
CHRIS BENDEL
Sports Editor
After going 2-1 and placing third in
the Puerto Rico Tip-Off tournament,
the University of Dayton Flyers men’s
basketball team (4-1) will face Miami
University of Ohio (2-3) in Oxford,
Ohio, Wednesday at 7 p.m.
With victories over Texas A&M and
Boston College and a loss in a closelyfought game to the defending NCAA
champions, the University of Connecticut, the Flyers are in the early stages
of building the team’s identity for the
season, an important process for head
coach Archie Miller.
“We improved a lot game to game [in
Puerto Rico],” Miller said. “That was
the quest going down there, to build
on what we’ve done here early in the
season.”
Junior forward Devon Scott, who
sealed the last-second victory with a
tip-in against Texas A&M in the game’s
waning seconds, summed up the lessons UD can apply to the remainder
of the season. For Scott, the trip tested
the team in many facets, and the Flyers
passed the test.
“The Texas A&M game showed us
that we can stick it out until the very

end,” Scott said. “The UConn game
showed us that we can hang with
anyone, the defending champions.
The [Boston College] game showed us
that we can turn around from a tough
loss and get a hard-fought win … we
showed a lot of maturity.”
At home following the Puerto Rico
trip Saturday, UD handled the University of Illinois at Chicago in a 75-41
victory.
Redshirt senior guard Jordan Sibert, who after a slow start in the first
two games of the season has averaged
20 points per game over the last three,
led the team with 22 points on 7-11
shooting from the field and 4-6 from
three-point range against UIC.
Sibert was also selected to the Puerto Rico Tip-Off’s all tournament team.
Against UIC, redshirt senior and
transfer guard Ryan Bass made his
first appearance of the season after sitting out the first four contests with a
concussion suffered during the team’s
preseason practices.
With Bass healthy, the Flyers have
the ability to throw nine scholarship
players at opposing teams, the first
time all season the team has had a full
arsenal of healthy players.
Through the first five games, seven

UD players have scored in double figures, including junior forward Dyshawn Pierre, who is second on the
team in scoring behind Sibert with 12.6
points per game.
Pierre also leads the team in rebounding, averaging 7.2 rebounds per
game.
“Everyone knows any night if you
show up to play and do the right things
you can have a big night,” Scott said.
Holding opponents to just under
55 points per game, UD’s defense has
gotten off to a strong start, especially
evident in the 65-53 victory over Boston College where the Flyers shot just
43 percent from the field but forced 17
turnovers on the afternoon to secure
the victory.
Up next for Dayton are the Miami
(OH) RedHawks, who went 13-18 last
year and play in the Mid-American
Conference (MAC). The RedHawks
return three starters from last year’s
team but lost senior forward and leading scorer Will Felder to graduation.
The two teams last matched up in an
83-61 Flyer victory in 2012 at UD Arena.
While the game will not be televised,
Flyer fans can listen on the radio by
streaming on WHIO.com.

Redshirt senior guard Jordan Sibert, who has been UD’s leading scorer the
last three games, attempts a jumper against Southern Illinois University Nov.
8 at UD Arena. Sibert will look to continue his hot streak against Miami (OH)
Wednesday. Chris Santucci/Photo Editor

SPORTSas STANDINGS
of 12/1/2014 at noon
Football Final

Women’s Basketball

Men’s Basketball

Volleyball Final

Pl Team

Ovr

Conf.

Pl Team

Ovr

Conf.

Pl Team

Ovr

Conf.

Pl Team

Ovr

Conf.

1. San Diego

9-3

7-1

1. Geo. Washington 5-2

0-0

1. Davidson

4-1

0-0

1. Dayton

29-5

13-1

2. Dayton

8-3

6-2

2. La Salle

4-2

0-0

2. Dayton

4-1

0-0

2. Geo. Washington 22-8

11-3

3. Drake

7-4

6-2

3. St. Bonaventure 4-2

0-0

3. St. Bonaventure 4-1

0-0

4. Campbell

5-7

4-4

4. Richmond

3-2

0-0

4. UMass

5-2

0-0

5. Fordham

4-3

0-0

5. La Salle

4-2

0-0

5. Marist

4-7

4-4

6. George Mason

4-3

0-0

6. Rhode Island

4-2

0-0

6. Stetson

5-7

3-5

7. Davidson

3-3

0-0

7. St. Louis

4-2

7. Morehead St.

4-8

3-5

8. Duquesne

3-3

0-0

8. VCU

8. Butler

4-7

2-6

9. UMass

3-3

0-0

9. Duquesne

9. Valparaiso

4-8

2-6

10. Rhode Island

3-3

10. Davidson

1-11 0-8

11. VCU

3. St. Louis

21-10 9-5

4. Rhode Island

18-10 9-5

5. Duquesne

16-12 9-5

0-0

6. VCU

17-13 9-5

4-2

0-0

7. La Salle

10-21 3-11

2-1

0-0

8. Fordham

3-25

3-11

0-0

10. Geo. Washington 3-2

0-0

3-3

0-0

11. Saint Joseph’s

3-3

0-0

9. George Mason

6-21

2-12

12. Dayton

2-3

0-0

12. Richmond

2-3

0-0

10. Davidson

4-20

2-12

13. St. Louis

2-3

0-0

13. George Mason

2-4

0-0

14. Saint Joseph’s

2-4

0-0

14. Fordham

2-1

0-0
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Kardashian sets bad example of beauty standards
woman in processing Kardashian
as a media product and image: This
racial component is important because one of my central observations about Kim K is that she is
marketed to black women.
Her look is that of the exotic

augmentation has sparked a lot of
conversation. The British singer
Lorde, a self-prolaimed feminist,
recently supported the photos,
saying, “She is allowed to do what
she wants” and even said how she
would love for Kim Kardashian to

en should be allowed to be comfortable in their own sexuality. But this
woman, who rose to fame because
of a sex tape, does not deserve such
a title as strong or powerful.
Strength should be attributed to
women who are survivors, not ac-

KWYNN TOWNSEND RILEY
Columnist, Junior
What does Kim Kardashian have
in common with a 12-day-old McDonald’s cheeseburger? Both are
completely nauseating. Moreover,
her balloon of a buttock is completely outlandish. Recently, Kim
Kardashian has outdone Beyoncé
as the most-searched person on the
Bing search engine with her nude
photoshoot.
Although I am not surprised by
our obsessive butt culture, I am
shocked that this woman is still
relevant.
I agree with Sesali B., my favorite writer on Feministing, an online
blog community for young feminists, when she says, “I am aware
of my position as a young, black

“Kim’s photo shoot was nothing but a pathetic,
desperate announcement for America to give her
attention. It was not art. ”

‘other,’ which we love because we
fall for all of the women of color
who don’t have too much color.
She’s beautiful. Her body is the
centerpiece of her media image
and much of her fame is credited
to the booty behind her.”
The recent nude shoot done by
the queen of materialism and butt

be her mother, according to Glamour magazine.
Here is my opinion, as a feminist
and a black woman.
These photos are absolutely
atrocious and offensive. I support
sexual liberation and women who
find themselves accepting their
bodies. I support the fact that wom-

KWYNN TOWNSEND RILEY
Columnist

commodators, of our over-sexualized society.
The nude photo shoots done by
Keira Knightley to spotlight the

distortion of magazine covers, or
the countless celebrities who have
posed nude for the PETA organization are perfect examples of using
your body as art and as part of a
movement.
That is powerful.
In contrast, Kim’s photo shoot
was nothing but a pathetic, desperate announcement for America to
give her our attention. It was not
art, it was purely a “ta-da! Look at
me!” type of cover.
This promiscuous entrepreneur
received initial fame from her sex
tape and a failed 72-day marriage.
Now she claims she did this photoshoot as an “art project.”
Pardon me, but this woman is
hilariously feebleminded. Kim
Kardashian is quintessential to
how Americans are obsessed with
social media, materialism and appearance.
Can we just go back to the day
when beauty was something real,
not purchased?

Some Mandela actions go against university teachings
On Dec. 5, 2013, anti-apartheid leader Nelson Mandela
passed away.
On Sept. 17 of this year, the
University of Dayton held a
Culture Fest celebrating diversity on campus. The celebration included a tribute to
Mandela, South Africa’s first
black president.
Although I had to leave before the tribute due to a conflict, I probably would not have
attended the tribute because
some of Mandela’s policies
were at odds with some of the
Catholic Church’s teachings on
morality, including teachings
on abortion.
In 1996 President Mandela
signed the Choice of Termination of Pregnancy Act (CTPA),
one of the most liberal abortion laws that exists in the
world today. This law permits
abortion on demand up to the
12th week of pregnancy.

CTPA also allows abortion
between the 13th and 20th
weeks for the physical or mental health of the mother, or, in
instances of abnormalities in
the baby, rape or incest.

Previous to this law, abortion was only legal in cases of
rape, incest or grave danger to
the mother’s health.
Some of you may be surprised to read about Mandela’s

at Mandela, as with all leaders, in his entirety. Mandela
helped end one injustice in his
country and accelerated another injustice: killing the unborn. Since CTPA commenced

“Mandela helped end one injustice in his country and accelerated another injustice:
killing the unborn.”

DAVID GROSS
Columnist

Finally, the law allows for
abortions after 20 weeks if the
life of the woman or baby is in
danger.

policy on abortion. The media
has principally focused on his
positive attributes. Granted,
the philanthropist did much
good while fighting apartheid
in South Africa.
But however praiseworthy
his record is, we should look

ourpolicy
Flyer News is the student-run newspaper of the University of Dayton. It works to serve the
campus community and offers a forum for opinion. The university makes no representations or
warranties regarding products or services advertised in Flyer News. Flyer News reserves the
right to edit or reject all copy. Flyer News does not necessarily uphold or advocate the opinions in
the columns, letters or cartoons appearing in the opinion pages. Send 50- to 600-word letters to the
editor at editor@udayton.edu. Submissions must include name, major, year and phone number.

in 1997, more than one million
babies have been lost to abortion in South Africa.
Mandela has received much
global praise since his death in
late 2013, including that from
Cardinal Timothy Dolan of
New York, Pope Francis and

prominent American politicians.
Understandably, UD wanted
to pay its respects to the civil
rights leader. The university
honored him for the good he
did, not the bad.
The Catholic Church, however, definitively teaches that
abortion is immoral. Given
that the University of Dayton
is a Catholic institution, the
question arises as to whether
this presentation was right for
UD.
I do not know the answer to
this question, or if there even
is a clear answer; only God
knows.
Never theless, the issue
teaches us to not forget our
values when remembering
leaders, for the good or the bad.

CORRECTION:

DAVID GROSS
Columnist

Opinions editorials can be submitted at any time to
In the Oct. 15 issue 6 of Flyer News, Katie Albertino was attributed
Opinions
Editor,editorial
Evan Shaub,
shaube1@udayton.edu
to Alexandra
Tobalin’s
piece,at“The
prevention of sexual
assault involves both men and women.”
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MEN’S BASKETBALL

Flyers begin season 4-1, face Miami (OH)
CHRIS BENDEL
Sports Editor
After going 2-1 and placing third in
the Puerto Rico Tip-Off tournament,
the University of Dayton Flyers men’s
basketball team (4-1) will face Miami
University of Ohio (2-3) in Oxford,
Ohio, Wednesday at 7 p.m.
With victories over Texas A&M and
Boston College and a loss in a closelyfought game to the defending NCAA
champions, the University of Connecticut, the Flyers are in the early stages
of building the team’s identity for the
season, an important process for head
coach Archie Miller.
“We improved a lot game to game [in
Puerto Rico],” Miller said. “That was
the quest going down there, to build
on what we’ve done here early in the
season.”
Junior forward Devon Scott, who
sealed the last-second victory with a
tip-in against Texas A&M in the game’s
waning seconds, summed up the lessons UD can apply to the remainder
of the season. For Scott, the trip tested
the team in many facets, and the Flyers
passed the test.
“The Texas A&M game showed us
that we can stick it out until the very

end,” Scott said. “The UConn game
showed us that we can hang with
anyone, the defending champions.
The [Boston College] game showed us
that we can turn around from a tough
loss and get a hard-fought win … we
showed a lot of maturity.”
At home following the Puerto Rico
trip Saturday, UD handled the University of Illinois at Chicago in a 75-41
victory.
Redshirt senior guard Jordan Sibert, who after a slow start in the first
two games of the season has averaged
20 points per game over the last three,
led the team with 22 points on 7-11
shooting from the field and 4-6 from
three-point range against UIC.
Sibert was also selected to the Puerto Rico Tip-Off’s all tournament team.
Against UIC, redshirt senior and
transfer guard Ryan Bass made his
first appearance of the season after sitting out the first four contests with a
concussion suffered during the team’s
preseason practices.
With Bass healthy, the Flyers have
the ability to throw nine scholarship
players at opposing teams, the first
time all season the team has had a full
arsenal of healthy players.
Through the first five games, seven

UD players have scored in double figures, including junior forward Dyshawn Pierre, who is second on the
team in scoring behind Sibert with 12.6
points per game.
Pierre also leads the team in rebounding, averaging 7.2 rebounds per
game.
“Everyone knows any night if you
show up to play and do the right things
you can have a big night,” Scott said.
Holding opponents to just under
55 points per game, UD’s defense has
gotten off to a strong start, especially
evident in the 65-53 victory over Boston College where the Flyers shot just
43 percent from the field but forced 17
turnovers on the afternoon to secure
the victory.
Up next for Dayton are the Miami
(OH) RedHawks, who went 13-18 last
year and play in the Mid-American
Conference (MAC). The RedHawks
return three starters from last year’s
team but lost senior forward and leading scorer Will Felder to graduation.
The two teams last matched up in an
83-61 Flyer victory in 2012 at UD Arena.
While the game will not be televised,
Flyer fans can listen on the radio by
streaming on WHIO.com.

Redshirt senior guard Jordan Sibert, who has been UD’s leading scorer the
last three games, attempts a jumper against Southern Illinois University Nov.
8 at UD Arena. Sibert will look to continue his hot streak against Miami (OH)
Wednesday. Chris Santucci/Photo Editor

SPORTSas STANDINGS
of 12/1/2014 at noon
Football Final

Women’s Basketball

Men’s Basketball

Volleyball Final

Pl Team

Ovr

Conf.

Pl Team

Ovr

Conf.

Pl Team

Ovr

Conf.

Pl Team

Ovr

Conf.

1. San Diego

9-3

7-1

1. Geo. Washington 5-2

0-0

1. Davidson

4-1

0-0

1. Dayton

29-5

13-1

2. Dayton

8-3

6-2

2. La Salle

4-2

0-0

2. Dayton

4-1

0-0

2. Geo. Washington 22-8

11-3

3. Drake

7-4

6-2

3. St. Bonaventure 4-2

0-0

3. St. Bonaventure 4-1

0-0

4. Campbell

5-7

4-4

4. Richmond

3-2

0-0

4. UMass

5-2

0-0

5. Fordham

4-3

0-0

5. La Salle

4-2

0-0

5. Marist

4-7

4-4

6. George Mason

4-3

0-0

6. Rhode Island

4-2

0-0

6. Stetson

5-7

3-5

7. Davidson

3-3

0-0

7. St. Louis

4-2

7. Morehead St.

4-8

3-5

8. Duquesne

3-3

0-0

8. VCU

8. Butler

4-7

2-6

9. UMass

3-3

0-0

9. Duquesne

9. Valparaiso

4-8

2-6

10. Rhode Island

3-3

10. Davidson

1-11 0-8

11. VCU

3. St. Louis

21-10 9-5

4. Rhode Island

18-10 9-5

5. Duquesne

16-12 9-5

0-0

6. VCU

17-13 9-5

4-2

0-0

7. La Salle

10-21 3-11

2-1

0-0

8. Fordham

3-25

3-11

0-0

10. Geo. Washington 3-2

0-0

3-3

0-0

11. Saint Joseph’s

3-3

0-0

9. George Mason

6-21

2-12

12. Dayton

2-3

0-0

12. Richmond

2-3

0-0

10. Davidson

4-20

2-12

13. St. Louis

2-3

0-0

13. George Mason

2-4

0-0

14. Saint Joseph’s

2-4

0-0

14. Fordham

2-1

0-0
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FOOTBALL

Flyers end season 8-3, place second in league
KATIE OBEAR
Staff Writer

The University of Dayton football
team wrapped up the 2014 season Nov.
22 with a win against the Campbell
University Camels 19-14 at Welcome
Stadium and ended the season 8-3, the
team’s most wins in four years.
It was the Flyers 37th winning season in the last 38 years.
During the final game, the fans
recognized the 27 graduating seniors
including team captains and redshirt
seniors quarterback Will Bardo and
defensive tackle Pat Dowd.
Senior receiver Shaquille Tensley
was also the recipient of the 59th Lt.
Andy Zulli Memorial Award. This
award has been presented since 1956 in
honor of Lt. Andy Zulli, a former Flyers football player who was killed in a
military vehicle accident while serving
overseas.
Considered to be the most prestigious award in the football program,
it is presented to a player who best
exemplifies the qualities of Zulli, who
exhibited sportsmanship, scholarship
and leadership during his career in a
UD uniform.
Senior tailback Connor Kacsor
rushed for 90 yards on 24 carries and
broke the school record of 2,940 alltime career rushing yards previously
held by Sylvester Monroe. Kacsor now
has 2,943 career -yards rushing.
With an eye toward next season, the
all-time leading rusher in UD history

has one year of eligibility remaining,
should he choose to return to the program for a fifth year.
The Pioneer Football League named
Kacsor the top returning rusher and
gave him the title of First Team Preseason All-PFL. In a span of three
games in the middle of the season, Kacsor rushed for 213, 232 and 301 yards
and ended the season with a total of
1,547 yards rushed.
Monday afternoon, the PFL announced Kacsor received top offensive
honors as the PFL’s Offensive Player
of the Year.
The Flyers, who finished their season 8-3 and 6-2 in the Pioneer Football
League, entered the season with the
third best winning percentage in FCS
football since 2000 and had the most
football Academic All Americans at
any level of competition over that span,
with a total of 22.
“The thing about the Dayton football program is the quality that we
present ourselves, both on the field
and off the field, in the classroom,
out in the community. These young
men have done that,” head coach Rick
Chamberlin said.
UD opened their season strong, with
a win at home against Georgetown 2314.
“What I really think was successful was the very first game of the year
against Georgetown out of the Patriot
League, a league out of a higher caliber
than ours and to start off the season
with a big win, and Connor getting 300
yards,” Chamberlin said.
After a loss to Duquesne University

in the team’s second game of the season, UD went on a four game winning
streak, winning against Robert Morris
(31-7), Davidson (54-48), Marist (31-21),
and Morehead State University (41-7),
before losing to eventual PFL champion San Diego University Oct. 25.
The closest game of the season was
in one of their final games against
Drake University, where the Flyers
lost 34-30, essentially ending their PFL
title hopes. However, during the final
two games, the Flyers brought in two
wins beating Butler University 21-14
and then against Campbell.
“When we lost to Drake, we definitely had to get these last two wins,
and that’s what we did for the seniors,”
redshirt freshman receiver Jack Euritt
said.
Compared with last season’s record
of 7-4, and the 2012 and 2011 seasons’
records of 6-5, it is clear that under
the strong leadership and direction of
head coach Rick Chamberlin the program is consistently improving.
The team’s top two receivers in
terms of receiving yards, redshirt seniors Ross Smith and Gabe Macis, also
will graduate for the Flyers, with third
and fourth leading receivers, freshman
Tyler Tumpane and redshirt sophomore Cory Stuart, returning for the
2015 season.
Leading tacklers, redshirt sophomore linebacker Christopher Beaschler and junior linebacker Ryan
Schwenke will return and look to once
again anchor the Flyer defense.
Although just wrapping up the last
game of the season, Chamberlin is
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already looking for new leadership to
emerge for next season.
“We are going to have new faces.
[Redshirt senior quarterback] Will
Bardo is done so we have to find a new
quarterback. Connor [Kacsor] may
come back. He has a fifth year available. So, there will be somebody stepping up next year. Somebody that we
are not even thinking of right now,”

Chamberlin said.
A four-year starter, Bardo’s graduation will force Chamberlin to start
a new quarterback for the first time
since 2011, a position battle that will
develop over the spring and summer
workouts.
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MEN’S BASKETBALL

Walk-on an important piece of the puzzle
DANIEL MASSA
Staff Writer

Senior tailback Connor Kacsor, pictured against Drake University in early
November, set the school’s career rushing record with 2,943 career yards and
was named the PFL’s Offense Player of the Year. Zoey Xia/Staff Photographer
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While the stigma may be fading,
walk-on college athletes have often
been viewed as cannon fodder for
their scholarship teammates in
practice.
But that’s not so, according to
University of Dayton men’s basketball head coach Archie Miller.
“They’re not second-class citizens,” Miller said. “They’re doing
everything that everyone else is
doing. They’re very accountable in
practice, and they’re very accountable to making us better.”
UD men’s basketball junior
walk-on Bobby Wehrli, a 6-foot-6
inch forward, has already played
some significant minutes this season for the Flyers, logging 11 minutes in the home-opening victory
over Alabama A&M.
“It felt good,” Wehrli said. “The
coaches had kind of told me over
the summer and coming into this
season that there was a chance I
might have to step into that role.
Getting out there and actually
playing in front of the crowd with
the jersey on is definitely a really
cool experience.”
Some people may think of the
movie Rudy based on the story
of a Notre Dame football fanatic,
Rudy Ruettiger, who walked on to
the football team and got leveled in
practice every day, hoping to one

day play in a game.
In reality, walk-ons get access to
the same gear, meals and general
resources that scholarship athletes receive. Walk-ons just have
to pay tuition.
Walk-ons in many different
sports have risen through the
ranks and found success.
Butler University men’s basketball player Alex Barlow, a Springboro, Ohio, native, was a walk-on
when he hit a game-winning shot
against then No. 1 ranked Indiana
in 2012. He earned a scholarship
and has started at point guard for
the Bulldogs ever since.
Wehrli joined the team as a
freshman after the beginning 20122013 season.
“I came here with the hopes of
joining the team,” he said. “I had
emailed some of the coaches and
[Director of Basketball Operations] Bill Comar over the summer
coming in to my freshman year,
and he told me they had a full roster and they weren’t really looking
for any walk-ons.”
U n fo re s e e n c i rc u m s t a n c e s
opened new opportunities, however, and Comar asked Wehrli to
join the team.
“That was the year that [Matt]
Kavanaugh got suspended and
some other guys transferred, so
then [Comar] emailed me back a
few months into school and said
they needed a practice player,”
Wehrli said.

Wehrli, a native of Naperville,
Illinois, was also a standout volleyball player in high school at Benet
Academy.
He played three years on his
high school’s varsity squad, but
said he did not get much college
interest because he didn’t play
club volleyball. He was too busy
playing the other sport he loved:
basketball.
A two-year varsity basketball
player, Wehrli played with two
current Big Ten players, Northwestern’s Dave Sobolewski and
Wisconsin’s Frank Kaminsky,
who is a national player of the year
candidate.
“It was definitely good for my
development,” he said. “I got to
play against those guys every day
in practice so it definitely made me
a lot better.”
Now in his third year in the Flyers program, Wehrli is just one of
the guys.
“The rest of the guys on the
team definitely still make you feel
like you’re part of the team,” Wehrli said. “You’re not really singled
out as being a walk-on.”
“Bobby has really improved,
from the start of the season to
right now. He’s a much improved
player,” Miller said. “I feel comfortable with him just in terms of
being able to do what we ask him
to do on the floor for short bursts.
I wouldn’t be surprised if he has
some big moments at some point

Junior walk-on forward Bobby Wehrli attempts a shot against Southern Illinois
University Nov. 8. He logged 11 minutes in the season opening victory over
Alabama A&M Nov. 14. Chris Santucci/Photo Editor
in time.”
Wehrli is a mechanical engineering major, a challenge for a
typical student, let alone someone

VOLLEYBALL
With a quick turn around and a
bus trip Wednesday afternoon, the
Flyers and Eagles will both struggle to get fully prepared. Horsman
believes that assistant coaches
Evan Muys, Audrey Ludwig and
Tim Balice will be up to the task.
“Great assistants that have been
working on things since Sunday
night,” Horsman said of the quick
preparation secret. “But we’ve
been taking care of our side of
the net all year. We’ll be prepared.
We’ll be ready.”
Seniors Isolde Hannan and Rachel Jones are joined by juniors
Alaina Turner, Janna Krafka, Jill
Loiars and Jenna Jendryk as those
with NCAA Tournament experience.
The 2012 Flyers came back from
a 2-0 deficit to defeat Pepperdine
University in five sets in the first
round but lost against eventual

runner-up University of Oregon
in the second round.
Loiars proved to be a spark plug
when she was inserted into the
match against Pepperdine as a
freshman. Only playing in 11 sets
during the regular season, Loiars
knocked in six crucial kills and
posted five blocks in four of the
five sets versus Pepperdine. Now a
junior, Loiars adds versatility as a
6-foot-4 inch outside hitter whose
.255 hitting percentage leads Dayton outsides and a career-high 333
kills.
Krafka, who has been the Dayton libero for the last two years,
averaged 4.75 digs per set during
the two matches in 2012. The experience of those two matches, along
with the hot streak of 13 consecutive victories, brings Dayton to a
crucial point of the season.

The UD volleyball team poses with the trophy after the Atlantic 10 championship at the Frericks Center Nov. 23. The Flyers beat La Salle University in the championship 3-1 en route to an NCAA tournament bid. Zoey Xia/Staff Photographer

Junior walk-on forward Bobby Wherli stares at the rim before attempting a free throw in UD’s 99-66 exhibition victory against Southern Indiana University Nov. 8
at UD Arena. Wherli has appeared in three out of the five games this season and scored his first career points Saturday against UIC. Chris Santucci/Photo Editor

playing on a Division I basketball
team.
“I really just don’t stop moving
throughout the day. It’s one thing
to the next,” he said. “Whenever
I’m not here for practice I’m either in class or at the library doing
homework.”
On Saturday against the University of Illinois at Chicago Wehrli scored his first career points. In
five minutes, he converted a pair
of free throws and scored UD’s last
bucket of the game.
Appearing in two games and
logging 16 minutes on the season,
Wehrli also has recorded three total rebounds this season.
If foul trouble or injuries become an issue down low for the
Flyers this season, Wehrli may
have to add a minute here and
there to account for the lack of
depth at the forward position.
Miller’s confidence in his walkons, especially Wehrli, proves that
“True Team” extends far beyond
scholarship athletes.
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Flyers end season 8-3, place second in league
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Staff Writer

The University of Dayton football
team wrapped up the 2014 season Nov.
22 with a win against the Campbell
University Camels 19-14 at Welcome
Stadium and ended the season 8-3, the
team’s most wins in four years.
It was the Flyers 37th winning season in the last 38 years.
During the final game, the fans
recognized the 27 graduating seniors
including team captains and redshirt
seniors quarterback Will Bardo and
defensive tackle Pat Dowd.
Senior receiver Shaquille Tensley
was also the recipient of the 59th Lt.
Andy Zulli Memorial Award. This
award has been presented since 1956 in
honor of Lt. Andy Zulli, a former Flyers football player who was killed in a
military vehicle accident while serving
overseas.
Considered to be the most prestigious award in the football program,
it is presented to a player who best
exemplifies the qualities of Zulli, who
exhibited sportsmanship, scholarship
and leadership during his career in a
UD uniform.
Senior tailback Connor Kacsor
rushed for 90 yards on 24 carries and
broke the school record of 2,940 alltime career rushing yards previously
held by Sylvester Monroe. Kacsor now
has 2,943 career -yards rushing.
With an eye toward next season, the
all-time leading rusher in UD history

has one year of eligibility remaining,
should he choose to return to the program for a fifth year.
The Pioneer Football League named
Kacsor the top returning rusher and
gave him the title of First Team Preseason All-PFL. In a span of three
games in the middle of the season, Kacsor rushed for 213, 232 and 301 yards
and ended the season with a total of
1,547 yards rushed.
Monday afternoon, the PFL announced Kacsor received top offensive
honors as the PFL’s Offensive Player
of the Year.
The Flyers, who finished their season 8-3 and 6-2 in the Pioneer Football
League, entered the season with the
third best winning percentage in FCS
football since 2000 and had the most
football Academic All Americans at
any level of competition over that span,
with a total of 22.
“The thing about the Dayton football program is the quality that we
present ourselves, both on the field
and off the field, in the classroom,
out in the community. These young
men have done that,” head coach Rick
Chamberlin said.
UD opened their season strong, with
a win at home against Georgetown 2314.
“What I really think was successful was the very first game of the year
against Georgetown out of the Patriot
League, a league out of a higher caliber
than ours and to start off the season
with a big win, and Connor getting 300
yards,” Chamberlin said.
After a loss to Duquesne University

in the team’s second game of the season, UD went on a four game winning
streak, winning against Robert Morris
(31-7), Davidson (54-48), Marist (31-21),
and Morehead State University (41-7),
before losing to eventual PFL champion San Diego University Oct. 25.
The closest game of the season was
in one of their final games against
Drake University, where the Flyers
lost 34-30, essentially ending their PFL
title hopes. However, during the final
two games, the Flyers brought in two
wins beating Butler University 21-14
and then against Campbell.
“When we lost to Drake, we definitely had to get these last two wins,
and that’s what we did for the seniors,”
redshirt freshman receiver Jack Euritt
said.
Compared with last season’s record
of 7-4, and the 2012 and 2011 seasons’
records of 6-5, it is clear that under
the strong leadership and direction of
head coach Rick Chamberlin the program is consistently improving.
The team’s top two receivers in
terms of receiving yards, redshirt seniors Ross Smith and Gabe Macis, also
will graduate for the Flyers, with third
and fourth leading receivers, freshman
Tyler Tumpane and redshirt sophomore Cory Stuart, returning for the
2015 season.
Leading tacklers, redshirt sophomore linebacker Christopher Beaschler and junior linebacker Ryan
Schwenke will return and look to once
again anchor the Flyer defense.
Although just wrapping up the last
game of the season, Chamberlin is
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already looking for new leadership to
emerge for next season.
“We are going to have new faces.
[Redshirt senior quarterback] Will
Bardo is done so we have to find a new
quarterback. Connor [Kacsor] may
come back. He has a fifth year available. So, there will be somebody stepping up next year. Somebody that we
are not even thinking of right now,”

Chamberlin said.
A four-year starter, Bardo’s graduation will force Chamberlin to start
a new quarterback for the first time
since 2011, a position battle that will
develop over the spring and summer
workouts.
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Senior tailback Connor Kacsor, pictured against Drake University in early
November, set the school’s career rushing record with 2,943 career yards and
was named the PFL’s Offense Player of the Year. Zoey Xia/Staff Photographer
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While the stigma may be fading,
walk-on college athletes have often
been viewed as cannon fodder for
their scholarship teammates in
practice.
But that’s not so, according to
University of Dayton men’s basketball head coach Archie Miller.
“They’re not second-class citizens,” Miller said. “They’re doing
everything that everyone else is
doing. They’re very accountable in
practice, and they’re very accountable to making us better.”
UD men’s basketball junior
walk-on Bobby Wehrli, a 6-foot-6
inch forward, has already played
some significant minutes this season for the Flyers, logging 11 minutes in the home-opening victory
over Alabama A&M.
“It felt good,” Wehrli said. “The
coaches had kind of told me over
the summer and coming into this
season that there was a chance I
might have to step into that role.
Getting out there and actually
playing in front of the crowd with
the jersey on is definitely a really
cool experience.”
Some people may think of the
movie Rudy based on the story
of a Notre Dame football fanatic,
Rudy Ruettiger, who walked on to
the football team and got leveled in
practice every day, hoping to one

day play in a game.
In reality, walk-ons get access to
the same gear, meals and general
resources that scholarship athletes receive. Walk-ons just have
to pay tuition.
Walk-ons in many different
sports have risen through the
ranks and found success.
Butler University men’s basketball player Alex Barlow, a Springboro, Ohio, native, was a walk-on
when he hit a game-winning shot
against then No. 1 ranked Indiana
in 2012. He earned a scholarship
and has started at point guard for
the Bulldogs ever since.
Wehrli joined the team as a
freshman after the beginning 20122013 season.
“I came here with the hopes of
joining the team,” he said. “I had
emailed some of the coaches and
[Director of Basketball Operations] Bill Comar over the summer
coming in to my freshman year,
and he told me they had a full roster and they weren’t really looking
for any walk-ons.”
U n fo re s e e n c i rc u m s t a n c e s
opened new opportunities, however, and Comar asked Wehrli to
join the team.
“That was the year that [Matt]
Kavanaugh got suspended and
some other guys transferred, so
then [Comar] emailed me back a
few months into school and said
they needed a practice player,”
Wehrli said.

Wehrli, a native of Naperville,
Illinois, was also a standout volleyball player in high school at Benet
Academy.
He played three years on his
high school’s varsity squad, but
said he did not get much college
interest because he didn’t play
club volleyball. He was too busy
playing the other sport he loved:
basketball.
A two-year varsity basketball
player, Wehrli played with two
current Big Ten players, Northwestern’s Dave Sobolewski and
Wisconsin’s Frank Kaminsky,
who is a national player of the year
candidate.
“It was definitely good for my
development,” he said. “I got to
play against those guys every day
in practice so it definitely made me
a lot better.”
Now in his third year in the Flyers program, Wehrli is just one of
the guys.
“The rest of the guys on the
team definitely still make you feel
like you’re part of the team,” Wehrli said. “You’re not really singled
out as being a walk-on.”
“Bobby has really improved,
from the start of the season to
right now. He’s a much improved
player,” Miller said. “I feel comfortable with him just in terms of
being able to do what we ask him
to do on the floor for short bursts.
I wouldn’t be surprised if he has
some big moments at some point

Junior walk-on forward Bobby Wehrli attempts a shot against Southern Illinois
University Nov. 8. He logged 11 minutes in the season opening victory over
Alabama A&M Nov. 14. Chris Santucci/Photo Editor
in time.”
Wehrli is a mechanical engineering major, a challenge for a
typical student, let alone someone

VOLLEYBALL
With a quick turn around and a
bus trip Wednesday afternoon, the
Flyers and Eagles will both struggle to get fully prepared. Horsman
believes that assistant coaches
Evan Muys, Audrey Ludwig and
Tim Balice will be up to the task.
“Great assistants that have been
working on things since Sunday
night,” Horsman said of the quick
preparation secret. “But we’ve
been taking care of our side of
the net all year. We’ll be prepared.
We’ll be ready.”
Seniors Isolde Hannan and Rachel Jones are joined by juniors
Alaina Turner, Janna Krafka, Jill
Loiars and Jenna Jendryk as those
with NCAA Tournament experience.
The 2012 Flyers came back from
a 2-0 deficit to defeat Pepperdine
University in five sets in the first
round but lost against eventual

runner-up University of Oregon
in the second round.
Loiars proved to be a spark plug
when she was inserted into the
match against Pepperdine as a
freshman. Only playing in 11 sets
during the regular season, Loiars
knocked in six crucial kills and
posted five blocks in four of the
five sets versus Pepperdine. Now a
junior, Loiars adds versatility as a
6-foot-4 inch outside hitter whose
.255 hitting percentage leads Dayton outsides and a career-high 333
kills.
Krafka, who has been the Dayton libero for the last two years,
averaged 4.75 digs per set during
the two matches in 2012. The experience of those two matches, along
with the hot streak of 13 consecutive victories, brings Dayton to a
crucial point of the season.

The UD volleyball team poses with the trophy after the Atlantic 10 championship at the Frericks Center Nov. 23. The Flyers beat La Salle University in the championship 3-1 en route to an NCAA tournament bid. Zoey Xia/Staff Photographer

Junior walk-on forward Bobby Wherli stares at the rim before attempting a free throw in UD’s 99-66 exhibition victory against Southern Indiana University Nov. 8
at UD Arena. Wherli has appeared in three out of the five games this season and scored his first career points Saturday against UIC. Chris Santucci/Photo Editor

playing on a Division I basketball
team.
“I really just don’t stop moving
throughout the day. It’s one thing
to the next,” he said. “Whenever
I’m not here for practice I’m either in class or at the library doing
homework.”
On Saturday against the University of Illinois at Chicago Wehrli scored his first career points. In
five minutes, he converted a pair
of free throws and scored UD’s last
bucket of the game.
Appearing in two games and
logging 16 minutes on the season,
Wehrli also has recorded three total rebounds this season.
If foul trouble or injuries become an issue down low for the
Flyers this season, Wehrli may
have to add a minute here and
there to account for the lack of
depth at the forward position.
Miller’s confidence in his walkons, especially Wehrli, proves that
“True Team” extends far beyond
scholarship athletes.
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

After rough start out West, UD moves forward
STEVEN MILLER
Staff Writer
After beginning the season
ranked No. 22 in the nation, the
Dayton women’s basketball team
had a rough start, going 2-3 after a
series of road games in the states
of Washington and Iowa.
Dayton travelled to Washington State University in Pullman,
Washington, Nov. 14 for their first
matchup of the season. After dropping the game 76-60, they traveled
to Spokane, Washington, falling to
Gonzaga University.
The following weekend, the
Flyers participated in the Hawkeye Challenge at the University
of Iowa. Dayton defeated the University of Tennessee at Martin in
their first matchup, and then fell
to Iowa in a high-scoring affair,
90-83.
On Wednesday, the team won
their first home game of the season in the team’s first regular season appearance at UD arena, defeating Providence College 72-56.
While it is easy to look at the
slow start and doubt the Flyers’
talent, the team is not demoralized by the early struggles. Rather,

they are gauging the team’s strategy and addressing certain weaknesses.
The preseason emphasis on
a defensive strategy focused on
pressing and trapping as reported
in the Flyer News basketball preview, will likely shift gears as the
team enters conference play.
Foremost, head coach Jim Jabir
expressed that the aggressive defensive tactics he practiced for
this season were not effective for
his team.
“I thought we were going to
be a trapping, pressing team and
I found out after our Gonzaga
game that we’re not that,” Jabir
said. “We gave up so many open
shots that if we had just played
our straight defense, we probably
would have won that game.”
Jabir concluded that he may try
to institute a “run and jump” style,
full-court defense. With regards to
pressing, he said, “maybe we can
come back to it, but we can’t do it
the way we were doing it.”
Junior guard Andrea Hoover,
the team’s leading scorer, also
spoke of the defensive plan.
“We won’t take so many chances
with trapping, but we’ll still be very

Senior Forward Ally Malott scores against Providence College Wednesday at UD
Arena. Chris Santucci/Photo Editor

Senior guard Andrea Hoover drives to the hoop against Providence College Wednesday at UD Arena. The Flyers beat the
Friars 72-56 in the team’s home opener. Hoover leads the team with 20.6 ppg. Chris Santucci/Photo Editor
aggressive,” Hoover said.“We’ll
try to make people shoot over us
because we’re a lanky team.”
After scoring 78 points in the
victory over UT Martin, Dayton’s
offense kicked into a high gear
against Iowa with 83 points, but
suffered from a defense that gave
up 90 to the Hawkeyes.
UD found themselves up by 10
with fewer than 10 minutes remaining in the game before Iowa
went on a scoring frenzy.
“We were trading baskets and
we were working a lot harder for
our baskets than they were,” Jabir
said of the game. “They have five
kids who can all score, and they’re
difficult to defend,” he added.
“And I’m not making excuses for
ourselves, we were lousy defensively.”
Iowa was able to jump ahead
and win by seven.
It was a hard-fought game but
Hoover expressed her discontent
over the defensive play.
“We played a great first half, but
didn’t put the two halves together,” she said. “We just have to keep
working and keep the ball in front
of us,” Hoover said.
She emphasized focusing on
“both ends of the game,” referring
to the defensive inefficiency when
the offense is clicking.

The Flyers are looking forward
to conference play later on in the
season and will have gained experience from playing such nationally-competitive teams that they
have faced so far.
Conference play opens Jan. 4
against George Washington University at home beginning UD’s
slate of 16 league games.
The Flyers were unanimously
chosen to win the league by A-10
coaches in the annual preseason
coach’s poll.
“I think the biggest thing is that
we’re not afraid to play people, and
that’s the best way for us to improve and get better,” Jabir said.
Jabir and the team haven’t shied
away from playing a tough schedule in years past.
In the early part of last season,
Dayton squared off against Iowa
and a nationally ranked Michigan
State team.
While learning about the team’s
product on the court, Jabir also
found an off-court adjustment he
may need to make in the future.
Jabir will likely approach travel
plans differently.
“When we travel to the West
Coast, we probably need to travel
two days ahead and not one because we were really tired,” Jabir
said.

Hoover referenced last season’s
A-10 championship team when
speaking of this season’s start.
“We kind of had a slow start last
year as well, so there’s no need to
press the panic button,” Hoover
said.
Through five games a year ago,
the Flyers were also 2-3 after playing a similarly tough, nationally
ranked schedule to open the year
before going 21-5 the rest of the
season and claiming an A-10 championship.
Further, Jabir said the Iowa
head coach spoke highly of UD
following their game.
“She considered this win a signature win for her program,” Jabir
said, “and she thought we’d be in
the top 25 at the end of the year.”
“Playing four games on the road
to start the season, against tough
competition, some people say it’s
stupid but I think there will be
value in it in the end,” Jabir said.
The Flyers face Wright State
University Wednesday at 7 p.m. at
Wright State’s Nutter Center. The
game will be televised on ESPN3.
Wright State enters the game
with a perfect 4-0 record, coming
off of a victory over Southern Illinois University Saturday.
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